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No more glass slipper

Admit one

Lady Lakers' Cinderella trip
ends in semifinals of regional

are

NCAA tickOs hard to come by
for area Ricer fans
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A salute to me uiri bcouts

'
6 5•• .
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of Murray and Calloway County

— Page 10
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TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

STATE
CO VI%TON, K. — An
inmate found hanging from the
steel webbing in his .Kenton
County Jail cell left behind a
note explaining that he was
committing suicide "so that I
won't hurt anyone else." The
body of Badir Abdullah Samad,
35. was found Sunday. He had
been on parole from an Ohio
prison sentence of 14-50 years
for rape. kidnapping and aggra_v_ate-d--agibery when Covington
police arrested him last month.

Murray

The Calloway County Conservation District held its annual awards
dinner Monday night at Seven Seas
Restaurant. Pictured above are recipients of the Honor Awards. Princip
als from North, East and Southwest Elementary schools were presented with this award for supporting
conservation measures and programs such as the district's poster and essay contests. Pictured from left
is Ronnie Walker, principal from
North Elementary and ha Brown, coordinator of the poster and
essay contests at the school. Also pictured
are Jane Cothran and Marjorie Grady, coordinators of the contest
s at Southwest and East Elementary
schools, respectively. They accepted the awards on behalf of the
schools
' principals. Also receiving an
honor award was Dr. Sam Parker, who is pictured on page
2. Pictured below are the poster and essay
contest winners. Front from left are Seth Grogan, Dory Hughes, Kristin
Kopperud, J.R. Potts and Joseph
Harris. In back are James Robert Wood, Amanda Ilaneline,
Rachelle Bandarra and April Webb. Not
pictured are Brian Sinclair and Thomas Richter.

LVDIANAPOL1S — John
Smith, Vie first American to win
four consecutive world wrestling titles, received the Amateur Athletic Union's James E.
Sullivan Award as the nation's
outstanding amateur athlete for
1990.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — American _and British negotiators
agreed to permit two strong U.S.
airlines. United and American,
to replace two weaker rivals,
Pan AM and TWA, at London's
Heathrow Airport.

FORECAST
Occasional rain and possibly
a thunderstorm tonight. Lows in
the mid-40s. Chance of rain 90
percent. South wind 10 to 20
mph.

Kentucky Lake
354.3. -0.1 below 322.1, -0.5
Barkley Lake
354.3, -0.2 below 326.5, +1.4

INDEX
One Section • 16 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
Comics
14
Crosswords
13
Dear Abby
7
Murray Today
5-7
Obituaries
16
On Education
12
Perspective
4
Sports,10,11
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Ledger & Times Staff

Writer

The Calloway County Conservation District honored area residents
at its annual awards dinner Monday
night at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Local elementary and high
school students were presented
awards for their winning posters
and essays.
Also presented that evening were
Honor Awards, the Outstanding
Cooperator Award, and the Master
Conservationist Award.
The Honor Awards were presented to the principals at North,
East, and Southwest Calloway
Elementary Schools. These princi- (Cont'd on page 2)

Remembering Terry Anderson
and others held in Lebanon
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
season of celebration for the freed
prisoners and returning veterans of
the Persian Gulf War, it's time for
another sort of ceremony, a bleak
one at the sixth anniversary of Terry Anderson's- captivity in
Lebanon.
- --The contrasts are jarring.
So far, America's Middle East
victory does not apply to Anderson
or to the other five U.S. hostages.
reportedly moved by their captors
from Beirut to the liaalbeck area in
eastern Lebanon.
The war against Iraq was won in
42 days, the ground war in 100
hours. Anderson has been held hostage for 2,187 days.
In the conflict over Kuwait, the
one posted demand of his kidnappers', was rendered moot. The
Muslim extremists who seized
Anderson on March 16. 1985,
demanded the release of fellow
Shiites imprisoned by Kuwait for
terrorist bombings-there. The last
of them was freed when Iraq
invaded on Aug. 2.
Syria, which joined the U.S.-led
coalition against Iraq, is the dominant force in Lebanon, a position
strengthened during the Persian
Gulf crisis. The Syrian army controls the region where the hostages

SPORTS

LAKE LEVELS

pal s...•4-r-o,
- Ronnie
Walker, Jim Feltner, and Michael
Hicks. Honor Awards are given to
persons or organizations who have
given their support toward soil and
water conservation or help in carrying out conservation measures and
programs such as the poster and
essay contests.
Also presented an Honor Award
was Dr. Sam Parker, Speech and
Threatre Department instructor at
Murray State University. Prior to
his teaching position, Dr. Parker
was owner and manager of WSJP
and WBLN Radio here in Murray
for 13 years. During that time, Dr.

By MARY LAYTON

WORLD
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
The government today partially
gave in to the most forceful
anti-Communist protests ever
seen in Serbia, Yugoslavia's
largest republic, by demanding
the resignations of five Belgrade
TV officials.

50-CENTS

Conservation District
H- TA honors are presented
during annual banquet

MURRAY. KY

are believed held by pro-Iranian
Muslim factions grouped together
as Hezbollah, or the Party of God.
Iran remained officially neutral in
the war that drove Iraq from
Kuwait.
Despite their power in the region:.the Syrians have avoided
(Cont'd on page 2)

Local Need Line
in need of funds
to continue its
outreach efforts
By JO BURKEEN
Murray

Ledger & Times Staff

Writer

Need Line is in a financial crisis.
This crisis was noted at the
board meeting of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry Inc., on Monday at Pagliai's.
Help with utilities during these
winter months has depleted the
treasury, said Stanford Andrus,
Need Line treasurer.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Baker, Levy see signs of change in Arab-Israell relations
Baker, who had met with Arab
foreign ministers on Sunday, Levy
said, "I am pleased they are beginJERUSALEM — Secretary of ning to show signs of change."
State James A. Baker III and Israeli
And Baker, only a bit more
Foreign Minister David Levy said
reserved, said he had seen "signs
Monday night they saw signs of a of new thinking.'' He added,
new Arab attitude toward the Jew- ' "Maybe we have a chance now for
ish state that could provide open- new thinking in both directions."
ings for peace in the Middle East.
"The time is now for us to try
After receiving a report from
and seize the moment," he
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer

declared.
Neither Baker nor Levy gave any
examples of what caused the normally hard-line Israeli foreign
minister to take an upbeat approach
on the views of his nation's Arab
neighbors concerning recognition
of Israel.
Baker's report was based on
talks he held with Arab foreign
ministers in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,

on Sunday and then with Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak in Cairo
before flying here to sec Israeli
leaders.
On Tuesday, he will meet with
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir,
whose plan to provide some selfrule to Palestinians on the West
Bank and in Gaza was reconfirmed
by Levy in his meeting with Baker.
Baker's visit was marred, how-

ever, by the slaying on Sunday of
four Jewish women near a bus stop
in Jerusalem. The man accused of
the slayings was an Arab from
Gaza who said he was delivering a
"message" to Baker.
The Secretary of State
denounced the killings as "an
effort to kill peace," and canceled
(Cont'd on page 2)

Severe Storms Awareness Week being observed locally
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray

Ledger & Times Staff

Writer

With the coming of spring and
its unpredictable weather, March
10 through 16 has been declared
Kentucky Severe Storms Awareness Week. The theme this year is
"Severe Weather Brings
Destruction."
Tornadoes, lightning, high
winds, rain, flash floods and severe
thunderstorms are frequent, and
state residents should be more

aware of the dangers and how to
avoid them, in an effort to save
lives and to prevent the unnecessary loss of property because of
severe weather.
In 1989, Kentucky experienced
three major disasters, there fore,
the director of state Division of
Disaster and Emergency Services,
Mike Molloy, said, that being prepared is a small price to pay.
Sponsored by the State Division
of Disaster and Emergency Services, the State Department of Edu-

cation, the Kentucky Educational
Television Network, the Kentucky
State Police and Kentucky Broadcasters Association, the state will
be tested for emergency communications, warning systems and drills.
At the time of the drills instructions will be reviewed as to what
should be done in the case of an
emergency.
Peggy Billington, coordinator of
local Disaster Emergency Services,
said all of the emergency services
are working together to prepare

Calloway County for natural disasters, which are so common in the
spring.
"We held a drill this morning,
after we were notified at 8:59 a.m.,
that there was a storm approaching.
Officials countywide Were notified
of the drill," Billington said.
"Residents need to be prepared
because you just never know when
something could happen locally.
We have services such as shelters
to aid people who are victims of
disasters." she said, "the most

important thing we can do is to
provide education and awareness to
the public."
Brochures are available at the
Red Cross office located in the
George Weaks Community enter,
to better inform the public tf what
is right and wrong in the case of a
storm. By tuning in to weather
updates, particularly at this time of
year, people will know what type
of weather to expect that day, and
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Conservation...

In addition to other awards, the Calloway Counts Conservation District presented the Master Conservationist Award and the Outstanding Cooperator .Award. Pictured above rat right, is Marylin
who is accepting the Master ConserYationist Award on behalfLiddle,
of her
husband, Phillip Liddle. At left is Dr. Sam Parker, who receiyed
an
Honor Award. Pictured below is Leila E. Erwin, who is presented the
Outstanding Cooperator Award by Darrel Clark, _Calloway County
Constryation District superyisor.

Need Line...

(Cont'd from page .1)
Parker attended all of the district's
awards programs and gave radio
coverage of the awardees. He also
donated his time in taping the narrative for the district's slide show
that was shown at the Kentucky's
Association of Conservation District's annual meeting last August.
The Outstanding Cooperator
Award was presented to Leila E.
Erwin. This award is•presented to a
landowner or operating unit who
has applied several conservation
practices, has been very cooperative with the district, and has
always been aware of conserving
soil and water.
The Master Conservationist
Award was presented to Pmitip
Liddle. Accepting the award on his
behalf was his wife, Marylin
Liddle. This award is presented by
the district to pay tribute to landowners who arc concerned about
the quality of the environment. In
order for anyone to be considered
for this award, a Inctuser must
have completed over 90 percent of
needed practices according to his
conservation plan.
Eleven local students were presented with awards for their winning posters and essays. Sponsored
by the district, the Courier-Journal
and the Louisville Times, the subject for the 1990 contests was
"Habitat: The Key To Wildlife."'
Awards were given to all first
place school winners, and to first
and second place district winners.
The first place district winners are
eligible for state awards. '
Roger Contest Winners
Brian Sinclair — school vnnr.er from Robertson Elementary lie received a cenificate from
the Councr-Jourrral and S15 from the district.
' Seth Grogan — school 'winner friar% East
E:cmentary. Ile recc:vcd a centficate from the
Councr-lournal and $15 from the distnct.
J k Potts — school winner from Southwest
Elementary Ile received a ccr.tficate from the
Cotr.er•Joumal and $5 from the distnct
Dviry Hughes — school *Inner from North
Elementary. She received a certthcate from the
Courier-Jourr.al and $15 from the district
loser:1A Hams — school winner from the
RoCien.son---E.lernaniary-- School. He received- a
cer.-.f.c.ate from the Couner-Joumal and $15
from the d•st•r-•

C724)

Apn: Webn — f.ro pace school winner at
Cal.oway Middle School _She recciscd_kccrtifi.
:ate and $:5 from the distnct She is a'so the
second place county winner and received an
&lona: $35 from the district and a rdr.ner
cer..ficate from the Cour:trio:in:a:
Krstri Kor,,perdd — school wtruner from Car-.
..er I .1.•—cr•ary Sne rece.ved $15 front the dis.nct
a .er..ficate She is also the first place
co_nts ..nner and 7CC Ci•C.C.: a $50 U.S Savings
Bond and ter—flu-ate from tine Councr-Jourr.al
A plagde and $25 was given from the district.
As a firs: place county winner. Knoirs's poster
was entered In the state cor.test

ASK ME ABOUT
Life. Major Medical. Annuities1
Medicare Supplement. Nursing
Home. Home Health Care.

Purdom, Thurman
& MLitt

'ftornas R.cnteErss—
aI scV'
kho
winner front :he
in,iners
Calloway Middle School He rece;yec $15 from
the chstnct and a certificch from the Councr- Journal P.:canes was also first -ptacer- winner in
the 4.1.rtdir tSchool attision
received an
&tit:I:Iona: $25 from the district.
Arr.ar.da Hanctine — school winner from the
54.imay St.ddle School She receive,: Sl 5 !.r,er.
the .:•..str.c: and a cert.r.cate front the CO...T.C7
Journa.
James Robert Wood — second place' county
w_nner ar.d the second place school winner Prom
Calloway Kr School. He received $IO for second place school winner and $35 from the district for second place county winner. He also
re,:eived a rdnner up certificate from the
Courier-Journal
Rachelic Ban darra — school wanner at Cal.oway High School.. She received S15 from the
ttstnct plus a certificate from the Courier
Journal. She is a.so first place county winner
and received a $50 U.S Savings Bond and a
certificate from the Couner-Journal plus $25
sfrorn the district. A personalized plaque was
_r•en to her from the diatrict, As county •cm.ncr..
Rachelle's esiay was entered in the state
curt test

DAN McNIPIT
753-4451

407 Maple

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. acCAASI:IRY

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
itlort-Fr:
'

Ezs.:!„

V sa-IsiC•3

Baker...

Anderson...

(Cont'd from page I)
(Coned from page I)
(Coned from page 1)
During the month of February
a scheduled walking tour of East frontation with Iranian-b
acked facalone, $3,675.78 was used to help
Jerusalem. His spokeswoman, Mar- tions. There are said to be about
with 141 requests for utilities help
garet D. Tutwiler, said, "We do 3,000 Iranian Revolutionary Guard
alone. This was even with the stinot want to do anything that might troops in or near Baalbcck.
pulation of helping with a certain
contribute to a very emotional cliSecretary of State James A. Bakamount for each client.
mate in Jerusalem."
er III is to visit Damascus later this
The Need Line staff dealt with
Baker scheduled a meeting with week, meeting with Syrian Presi62 problems with 207 families with
Palestinian delegation Tuesday dent Hafez Assad as part of the
a
a total of S4,I33.15 spent for
afternoon while carefully ruling out postwar quest for a comprehensive
February.
a renewal of U.S. talks with the peace settlement in the Middle
Added to the large amount of
Palestine Liberation Organization. East.
$4,487.43 spent for help with utiliLashing Yasser Arafat's group
President Bush said Baker would
ties in January, the figures continue
for
siding with Iraqi President Sad - raise the plight of the hostages in
to grow and deplete the treasury.
dam Hussein in the six-week Per- Lebanon. "We have not forgotten
Dick Hoffman, Need Line board
sian Gulf War, Baker said the them," Bush told Congress in his
chairman, presided at the Monday
meeting with Palestinians in the March 6 victory speech. "We will
meeting.
home of U.S. Consul General Phil- not forget them...
The board voted to discontinue
ip Wilcox "does not represent a
Next day at the White House,
help with utilities starting as of
reopenin
g of the dialogue" broken Bush's spokesman said there had to
March 1 during the spring and
off a year ago over terrorist attacks be some hope -that with all the
summer months. Need Line will
on Israel.
changes in the Middle East, the
endeavor to keep the emergency
captors would see -the futility of
funding to $1,500 per month, so
In fact, Baker indicated the continuing to
the service organization can conhold the hostages.
United States had no intention of
But on Monday, White House
tinue to operate.
talking to the PLO again. "We Press Secretary
Marlin Fitzwater
Staple food items are also
have our problems with the PLO, said
the administration had no
needed at the Need Line office now
as you know," he said. "We used word
on
in the Weaks Community Center.
to have a dialogue with the PLO. hostages, the whereabouts of the
and nothing to indicate
Items especially needed are peanut
That dialogue is terminated."
that they might soon be freed.
butter, dried beans. canned fruits,
Levy, in a lengthy assault on tercanned meats of any kind, etc.
Fitzwater said there are continurorists and their tactics, vowed that
Gloria Peck-Hargrove of Ken"we will not surrender, we will not ing U.S. contacts abroad on the
lake State Resort Park was present
fold up in the face of terrorism." hostage situation. "I assume those
and announced that the annual
are still happening, but I don't have
Benefit Golf Tournament for Need
However, he said it Palestinian
any new breakthroughs to report or
Line, sponsored by the Park and
Arabs choose the course of peace anything like that.•' he said.
Radio WSJP, will be Saturday,
they will find Israel willing to fosAnd the last word from HezbolApril 27, with the entry deadline
ter self-rule or, as he put it. "man- lah, on March 6, was that the orgabeing April 20.
agement of the population by the nization would not force release of
The cost will be $35 per person
population.''
the hostages.
which includes continental breakBaker emphasized that he
Such words of hope, uncertainty'
brought Israel no specific offers and intransigence have been heard
fast, lunch and cart. Tee times will
be at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. Persons, from the Arabs toward recognition
again and again since the ordeal of
may register for the tournament by
of their country. Nor, he said. was
American hostages in Lebanon
began in 1983.
calling Peck-Hargrove at 474-2211, he asking Israel to respond with
concrete concessions.
Anderson. 43, chief Middle East
Greg Delancey. 753-2400. or Euple
correspo
ndent of The Associated
Ward, 753-6333.
He said that what he had seen so Press, is
now the longest held
Peck-Hargrove also announced
far on his 10-day fact-finding trip
American
hostage.
The others are
that the second annual Hot August
was -what I consider to be, at Thomas
Sutherland, Joseph CicipBlues Festival will be held again in
least, signs of new thinking ....a
pio, Jesse Turner and Alarm Steen,
1991 which is for the benefit of willingness to consider new
all jeof whom were educators in
Need Lines in both Calloway and
approaches." Beirut. and Edward Austin Tracy. a
Marshall counties.
"I
think
that
whether
that materAnnouncement was made of the
- ializes into specific. concrete comThere are seven other western
annual Need Line Council meeting
mitments will depend in large part hostage.s, four of them British. two
for Monday, March 18. at 7 p.m. at
on
whether or not there is a similar German. one Italian. all believed
Senior Citizens' Community Room
attitude coming from The Other- side- held bY The Same Muslim groups.
in 'the- Weaks Center. Persons
attending will also be given an
On Friday, Anderson's family.
of the equation," he added.
opportunity to tour the new Need
Baker described his mission as a colleagues and friends, 'and the
Line offices at the center.
two-track approach to achieve families of other hostages will
peace in the Middle East. The first gather for still another anniversary .
Each church, civic organization,
is
to engage the Arab nations and observance. sponsored-by -an orgabusiness or individual who has
Israel eventually in negotiations nization called No Greater Love.
contributed to Need Line or interThis time, there will be words of
based on Israel relinquishing territested in helping is urgect to attend
thanksgiving for the release oi
ory in return for peace.
this meeting. The financial crisis
The other is to prod Israel into other captives — the '21 POWs
will be discussed and plans to can"discuss
ions of self-government" who came home on Sunday. the
vas for contributions will be made.
with the Palestinians.
CBS News crew held captive for
Need Line is a service designed
six
weeks by Iraq, the 40 journalto meet the, immediate emergency
Levy, assessing the overall_pic- ists _captured last -week
-near Basta. needs of residents- of'Murray -and
ture after meeting with Baker, said freed on Saturday
.
Calloway County. It is supported
"there are in what we heard ...
There also will be demands for
by Calloway County Fiscal Court,
definitely encouraging signs that the same kind of
U.S. and internaby about 40 churches, and by donawere not there yesterday or the day tidnal pressure
to gain release of
tions from churches, clubs, organibefore." Levy said that if these the hostages
in Lebanon.
zations and individuals.
developments could be strengthThey -are fewer in number, less
ened it would lead to "an opporBecause of the larger budget of
tunity that in the past looked very visible, captives of shadow facNeed Line and of being included in
distant." He said. "We Will have tions, with not even an enemy govbudgets of various churches in the
to
do more work. We are closer ernment to be held accountable for
city and county, Need Line is not a
their plight.
than yesterday."
member of 'United Way of Murray
But the new, peaceful world
Baker
said
the
Palestinians who
and Calloway County.
order
President Bush.erwisions will
will
meet
with
him
have
held
fre. Donations to Need Line may be
quent talks in the past .with U.S. be a hollow one unless •Anderson
taken to the Need Line office or
and Israeli officials. Told Arafat and the other hostage's are at long
mailed to Need Line, Weaks Cornand
the PIO had claimed to have last freed to join
munity Center, 7th and Poplar.
•• • • •
selected
members of the group.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Editor's note -- Walter R.
Baker shot back:"The PLO say's a
lot of things."
r Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associate&Press, has
Diplomatic and Palestinian sour- reported on Washington and
ces said that Wilcox met on Satur- national politics tor more than 25
day with Faisal Husseini. the lead- years.
ing PLO supporter on the West
Bank, and was told the PLO leadership had provided a "green light"
for the meeting with Baker.
(Cont'd from page I)
Get your Hunting License
plan ahead, Billington said.
Bob Carrico, coordinator of Disat a participating
aster and Emergency Services in
store for the gigantic
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton,
Graves. McCracken, Marshall and
Calloway Counties consisting of
Area 1, can be contacted in Mayfield, by calling (502) 564-8601 or
(502) 247-9712.
•

Storms...

The Original & The Best

TUB-SHOWER
ENCLOSURE

• -an::

Easter Egg Hunt

.

panels.

to be held

rirlarn=j1

LOUISVILLE, •Ky. (AP)
— Here are Monday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
4-5-2 (four, five, two.

Saturday, March 30
9:30 a.m.
at tne new

JjV

Murray-Calloway County Part
Hi

the event ot bad weather the hunt will be
held the following day)

713‘9911Y wig*

Thousands of Easter
Eggs hidden with prizes
of games, toys, candy,
bicycle & tricycle

••,- • '
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KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Tempered 1.: ,

Rog

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

tory sp

(You must have a hunting license to
participate)

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Age groups 23 4-5 6-8, 9-12

See the Giant Easter
Bunny and have your
picture taken with him
at the hunt.
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Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Rayles' award-winning essay released
Editors: Education reform is a
major ongoing news story for the
Kentucky press and one that deserves
the attention it receives. After reading
Jason Rayles' award-winning essay
on "My Role in Kentucky's Future,"
the future for education looks even
brighter. We need more students like
Jason to choose teaching as a career
and more teachers like the three who
have influenced this teen-ager. I am
enclosing a copy of his essayfor your
consideration as an op-ed piece.
Jason is a junior at Glasgow High
School and the son of Ralph and
Jeanette Ray les ofGlasgow. His essay
won first place in the Golden 100
scholastic competition at Murray
State State March 3-4. Joe Hedges,
News Editor, MSU Information Services.

others with whom I've conic in contact throughout the span of my

the burden and incite reform? My
answer is teachers. Teachers do the
acaelemic career. After a brief period
dirty work. Any student knows that a
of deep 'pondering. I arrived at a
teacher can make his or her life hell,
conclusive answer. These teachers so the
made me think. It was that simple. teacher converse means that a good
can make life ethereally pleasThey left me with more questions than
ant. We students come in contact with
answers. Whether that is good or bad
these people every day, and they're
is debatable, but if the obscure statemore than just banks of useless informent "the more you know, the more
mation who make you spit out your
you know that you don't know" holds gum
and
true, then these three taught me a lot. teacher take away your letters. If a
has
They left me with questions about my. dent will something to say, a stulisten. I have something to
love of country, how I got here, my say.
God and the gods that others worship.
Uninteresting teachers produce disIn a less abstract turn, they inspired intereste
d students. So dany of my
me to pursue teaching as a profession. peers go
through the school day with
What else compares to teaching? A their
eyes shut and their cars closed.
teacher is doctor, judge, actor, psy- Many
students endure school thinking
chiatrist, catch,friend, nemesis, phil- only about
weekend parties or that
osopher. supervisor and trash colla- night's hall
game. They do just
. _ enough
tor all at. once.
to get by or enough that they
Teaching is the most direct and
won't geet hassled about their grades.
effective way to reform the basic evils
Many are in attendance just in body.
that Kentucky faces today. Kentucky few are present in
mind, and if there
graduates only two thirds of its stuwere a roll call for spirit, most

By JASON RAYLES

A few days ago I made a list of
people who have influenced my life
and whose influence 1 project will.
play a major role in my future. The

*
41
b.
eft
4114%.
**4\..#*".-446•

rather eclectic mix included, among
other, .a biology teacher, a .history
teacher and an English teacher.
Noticing the names of these three
causes me to pause and wonder just
what it was these teachers that made
them different from the numberous

Roger L. Behrend, Chief Musician. Euphonium Instrume
ntalist

United States Navy
Band will perform
The United States Navy Band
will perform at Lovett Auditorium
on the Murray State University
campus on Thursday, March 21.
Admission to the concert is free but
a ticket is required, according to
Dennis Johnson, director of bands
at MSU, and the concert organizer.
Tickets can be obtained through
a mailed request or by visiting
these locations: Murray State University Music Office. the Murray
Ledger & Times, Chuck's Music
Center, Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, Murray-Calloway. County
Chamber of Commerce and the
U.S. Navy Recruiting Center. Limit
six tickets per order. If ordering by
mail, residents are asked to include
a self-addressed stamped envelope.
The 8 p.m. performance is sponsored by Murray State University.
the Murray Ledger s& Times,
Winchester Printing,__ Innovative
Printing, WPSD-Paducah and the
Paducah Sun.
Recognized as "The World's
Finest," the U.S. Navy Band is the
Navy's premier musical representative in Washington, D.C. The band
is directed by Cmdr. Philip H.
Field, the eighth officer to hold this
postition.
Chief Musician Roger L.
rend is a euphonium soloists and
principal euphonium instrumentalist with the -United States Navy
Band in Washington. D.C:' In addi-

1:on, he is a member of the band's
Tuba-Euphonium Quartet.
The Fairfax, Va. native earned
his bachelor's degree in music education from Michigan State University in 1979. While there he studied with Dr. Leonard Falcone.
After graduation, Behrend joined

would
be absent.
With mediocre teachers. who can
blame them? Teacher who aren't into
their v.'ork with mind, body and spirit
are going to have bored studentS who
do t„Ileir work perfunctorily. But
sometimes. one is fortunate. and he

dents annually. Only eight states have

worse records. The numbers of teenagers who suffer the agonizing pain of

unplanned pregnancy in Kentucky is.
one of the,highest in the nation. Who
can &snufe that we need chanee

Who is going to have to shoulder

with several universities around the
country. He is also the recipient of
the Coast Guard Achievement
Medal for his work in cutting transportation costs for the organization.
He was selected for the Navy
Band in October 1984 and is currently pursuing a master's degree
in euphonium performance at
George Mason University.
AS a member of the TubaEuphonium Quartet, he performed
andgpresented a clinic as part of the
Sapporo International Music Festival in Japan in August _1990.
Bchrend has commissioned and
premiered two works for euphonium including the "Concerto for
- Euphonium and Band" by VacIavNelhybel, and "Reverie" for euphonium and piano by William Wicdrich. He is a member of the Tubists
Universal Brotherhood Associption's executive board.

Remember that with vasovagal
syncope. as with anytause of fainting •
due • to. deficient circulation, you can
prevent serious injury (from falling)
by getting your head down This maneuver allows gravity to maintain adequate blood supply to the brain.
Therefore, when you feel lightheaded.
don't tough it out: bend over or lie
down before you faint.
DEAR DR. CAYTT• I've been diagnosed with interstitial cystitis. NV
doctor says there is no known cause or
cure Can you enlighten me'
DEAR READER Interstitial cystitis. a non-infectious inflammation of
the bladder lining, causes periodic
urinary burning and urgency, often
associated with blood in the urine (hematuriai. The disorder, which seldom
affects men, is diagnosed by a negative urine culture (showing the urine
to be free of infectious organisms), in
conjunction with cystoscopy. a technique during which a urological specialist examines the bladder lining
with a lighted tube, in an attempt to
identify the patchy areas of raw inflammation that characterize interstitial cystitis.

Vasovagal syncope is often caused
by intense physical or mental gtimulation. such as pain, fright or the sight
'of blood. In fact. patients who feel
lightheaded or pass out during routine
blood tests usually do so because of
low blood pressure and the slow pulse
that follow stimulation of the vagus
nerves by the brain
The fainting is almost always preceded by symptoms of nausea, weakThe cause of this affliction is unness and sweating. therefore. patients
With vasovagal syncope can learn to known Treatment usually consists of
prevent fainting by lying down or sit- a high fluid intake to dilute the urine
ting with the head bowed between the and aid healing) and cautery. when
knees Also, these patients readily dis- the specialist .genfly —bb..... -the incover what kinds of stimulation cause flamed areas in the bladder
the syncope. so patients learn to avoid
Unfortunately. your doctor is corsuch situations
rect There is no cure for this condiI do not know why you experience tion Nonetheless, with the techniques
symptoms in restaurants. People with I described, patients' symptoms can
hypoglycemia flow blogx1 sugar) may be controlled
experience
lightheadedness
and
To give you more information. I am
weakness a couple of hours after eating sugar and high-calorie foods. Evi- sending you a free copy of my Health
dently, your glucose tests were nor- Report -Bladder" Other readers who
mal Therefore, you should be would like a copy should send $1 25
examined by a cardiologist or circula- with their names and addresses to
tory specialist to determine the cause PO. Box 91369. Cleveland. OH 441013369 Be sure to mention the title.
of your symptom
1991 NEWSPAPE
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25"
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FOR WOMEN
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4199 To 29199

OFF

NOW 1

25°'
ALL SHORTS AND KNIT
TOPS FOR JUNIORS

ALL MENS LEVIS
DOCKERS

407 Maple St.

753-4451

ON ALL YOUNG MENS
SPORTSWEAR FROM
BUGLE BOY & CITY STREETS

OFF
25°'
ENTIRE LINE OF
CABIN CREEK SEPARATES
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SAVE
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JCPenney

Company,Inc.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-530
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed 10-8
Thurs. & Fn. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

State Auto Insurorte•

250/0

2
0
EASTER ACCESSORIES
FOR BOYS & GIRLS

BUILD YOUR OWN
TOWNCRAFT 2 PC SUITS

ALL DOCKERS TOPS AND
BOTTOMS FOR MISSES

25°'0

SUMMER APPAREL
FOR BOYS & GIRLS
•T-SHIRTS
•TANKS
-SHORTS
•SWIMWEAR

SUIT SALE

$500 OFF

_

J.S,.,. Auto
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sC,ident with many questions.
Teacher. It has a nice ring to it.
don't you think -:

25°'

1991, JCPenney

bidreltiteMeng

Sixteen-year-olds shouldn't be obsequious replications of their parents
or teachers. They are people with _
feelings and thoughts and ideas. Any
maybe once in a while the) should
sound_ their - barbaric yav..p" and
flaunt the:r most impassioned convictions in the-Lee of lolent opposition.
And I'll
them that maybe once in
a while they sho•Tht ',list he quiet and "
listen to the timid tremulously express
their ideas. Oh
I'll leave my

OFF

FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
and closeby independent agency service

over.

FOR BOYS & GIRLS

14K GOLD JEWELRY

For car, home business and family quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
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ASTER SAL

the United States Coast Guard
Band in New London, Conn. During his five years with the band he
was also a member of the Euphonium and Tuba Quartet, a featured
soloist, and appeared as guest artist

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott, M.1).
DEAR DR (OTT Please provide.
information on vasovagal syncope
I've passed out four times in restau
rants What makes my blood pressure
drop so suddenly" Glucose tolerance
tests are negative
DEAR READER The pulse rate is
under partial control of the Kagus
nerves Stimulation of these nerves
causes the heart rate to slow, this.
plus an associated tendency toward
low blood pressure, can temporarily
deprive the brain of circulation and
oxygen. leading to fainting syncope).
No one knows why some people exhibit accentuated responses - to. vagal
stimulation, but the phenomenon is
real and can result in periodic loss of
consciousness

gets the opportunity to attend a class
where the teacher is alive, pcifervid
and hell-bent on doing his job right.
One can suddenly see the difference
in the students and their work. Teachers who care produce students who
care.
I want to count. Help my students.
inspire them, prod them on to achieving great things. Open their wondering eyes to the imponderable-mysteries of the world around them and
make then persue their -inner
thoughts. and to he proud of them. I'll
make them think. Show them that
being wrong isnl shameful and that
being right isn't always worth gloating
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor

Judging Jefferson Awards humbling experience

SFC Letterman thanks
friends for their support

The package always arrives the
last week of February, and to me it
is like the first crocus - a miraculous burst of color on the bleak
landscape of winter.
The thick brown envelope is
from WPSD-TV, Paducah. It contains the nominations,for the Jefferson Awards, an honor that is
bestowed upon outstanding community' volunteers in the W'PSDTV broadcasting area. For the past
three years I have had the privilege
of being asked to help with the
selection of finalists for that honor.
As soon as I pry it from the
mailbox. I rip the package open
and start riffling through the
enclosed letters. There's a temptation. to try and read all of them at
once. but one always stops me.
This year it's the nomination of
David Vowel!, from Mayfield. KY.
whose story would..make a great
Jimmy Stewart movie.
In true Horatio Alger fashion.
Vowell, who spent much of his
childhood in and out of an orphanage. worked his way up from night
watchman to owner of J.B. Humphries Tobacco.

Dear Editor:
I was that by who arrived in your community in December,
1965 to
-home" with my family. I was 8 years old, with my three brothers, my
mom and my dad. We weren't special in any way, just farmers looking
tor a new life with our own hopes and fears. You, my friends, took us in.
showed your care, and accepted up for who we were.
Later, as my brothers and I grew up along with my sister (who came in
1967), you brought us up with your children. We attended the same churches and schools. We worked at the same farms and businesses. Together
.v,e endured the hardships of life.
As I entered my senior year at Calloway County High School. I felt a
strong desire to-enter the Army. At that time (1975) the idea was not very
!pular. Even so. you (my friends) wished me well.
'
,
low, more than 15 years have passed. I have become happily married,
u college graduate, and still serve in the U.S. Army.
don't feel special. just committed. I am committed to do a job that has
be done if there is ever to be peace in this troubled world. 1 don't
decide issues or politics. My duty is to the other 27 men in my platoon.
who I must now lead. Together with your support. my friends. we are now
ready to fight for that peace.
Each of us come from a "community" somewhere in the USA, and
luerto-Rico. That community is "home" to us. While we work these long
runirs here, we think of you. All of the values and principles that we stand
were taught by you at home, church and school. Thank you. friends.
Our example to the world is that of freedom. peace and hope. In every
.,.untry that I've travelled, the most recognized flag is "Old Glory." To
tiese people, it represents the same values (freedom. peace and hope.
Together. my friends, you and I have accepted the responsibility of. that
g.
I thank you my friends for your support through the many cards and
'etters that you have sent. I can't possibly answer all of your letters. il
don't have the time.) I do want you to know, that you have touched us
deeply, and for that. God bless you all.
Myself. the 3rd platoon of I troop, 3rd- Armored Calvary Regiment. and
:lie soldiers of the U.S. Army are all proud to serve and call you
•'friends.S'ncerely
SIC Winston "Kent" Letterman

_

Mr. Vowell has never forgotten
his early years in foster care, and
has worked tirelessly to 'improve
the lot of the foster care children in
this state. He is chairman of the
Graves County Foster Care Review
Board, was active in the organza lion of Needline in Nlayfield, and
spends each Christmas Eve distributing gifts to needy families in the
area. Even Ebeneezer Scrooge, in
the height of his hard-heartedness,
would warm to the story of David
Vow ell.
Vowell was one of twenty nominees for the. Jefferson Award, an
honor that recognizes individuals
who freely give their time and
money, who serve as an inspiration
to others. and who have had posi-'
tive impact on the quality of life in
the community.
As a Jefferson Award judge. my
job is to rev-iew the nominations
and then make a decision that
would stump 'Solomon. Judges are
asked to select the top nine of the ,
batch. and then their combined ratings arc used to select the winners.
When. WPSD announced the
finalists of the Jefferson Award last

entertained children, the ill and the
elderly while she was a struggling
doctoral candidate at Southern Illinois University.
Another nominees, in spite of
painful arthritiS. pitched in to
By Constance
organize her West Kentucky community's blood mobile and has also
Akaander
been active in raising funds for the
St. Jude's Childen's Hospital.
week, David Vowel! was one of There is also a husband and wife
them. He shares the honor with team from West Tennessee, who
five other men and women from
are working tirelessly to preserve
the region who have given their the historical record of Henry
time and devotion to helping County. Believe me. each story is
others, without any thought of get- an inspiration.
ting anything in return.
The Jefferson Awards PresentaThe other finalists are: Kenneth tion Banquet is scheduled for April
1 1. 1991, and at that time all nomiBowlin, East Prairie, MO: Shirley
Cooper. Marble Hill, MO; Ron nees and finalists will be recogLedford. Eldorado, IL; Dr. Richard nized for their outstanding service.
Poston, Carbondale, IL; and Aaltje In addition, judges are asked to
attend, and We are always thanked
VanDenburg, Martin, TN.
profusely for helping out.
Reading the nominations for the
The way I see it, we should he
Jefferson Awards doesn't take thanking them - the nominees and
much time at aM. but trying to selct finalists - for the inspiration and
the top nine is grueling. Among good example they' set for the rest
those who were not finalists for the of us. Judging the Jefferson
award are a volunteer hospice Awards is truly' a privilege, as well
worker; and a storyteller who as a humbling experience.
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94th Infantry Division
searching for members
Dear Editor:
The 94th Infantry Division -Association is conducting
,a nationwide
2,..rch for former members of the 94th Infantry Division, a World
War II
Army unit that compiled an outstanding combat record as part of
Gen.
/.'(corge Patton's Third Army in Europe.
1
ihe association will hold its 42nd annual national reunion Aug.
29-31
f )r!ando, Fla. at the Stouffer Orlando Resort.
Any former member of
94th who is not a member of the association wanting informativo
the reunion and a free copy of the 94th's newspaper, The AitaNc.
id write: Harry Helms. Jr., Corresponding Secretary. 609 Dogwoo
d
eD'n in gton.. PA _19335..
reI
urs
Helms, Jr.
--.2sponding Secretary
Inf. Div. Assoc.

Today In History
• odav is Tuesday. March 12n.
day. of 1991. There are 294
left in the year.
1oday's Highlight in History:
- March 12th. 1933. President Franklin D. Roosevelt delivered the
:,-s: of his "fireside chats.- telling Americans in a radio broadcast what
-us being done to deal with the 'nation's financial crisis.
-On this date:
In 1664. New- Jersey became a British colony as King Charles II
:Turned land in the New World to his brother James. the Duke of York.
h 1912. Juliette Gordon Juow founded an organization in Savannah.
called the Girl Guides, which later became the Girl Scouts of
America.
In 1925. Chinese revolutionary leader Sun Yat-s-died.
In 1930. Indian political and spiritual leader Mohandas K. Gahdhi
negan a 200-mile march to protest a_ British tax on salt
In 1938, German troops entered .Austria. completing what Adolf Hitler
duscribed as his mission to restore his homeland (he had been born in
tiranaui to the Third Reich.
In 1947, President Truman etabiushed what became known as the
'Truman Doctrine- to help Greaee and Turkey resist Communism.
, Ten years ago: The U.S. Conference of Mayors expressed opposition to
President Reagan's proposed biidget cuts, saying they would add up to
Tore than a million lost jobs.
Five years ago: Spaniards voted to keep their country: in NATO in a
surprise victory for Socialist Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez.
One year ago: Vice President Quayle met in Santiago. Chile, with
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega. who promised to peacefully relin;quish power to Violeta Chamorro. the U.S.-backed candidate who had
won Nicaragua's presidential election.
Today's Birthdays: AFL-CIO president Lane Kirkland is 69. Former
astronaut Wally Schirra is 68. The former president of Argentina, Raul
Alfonsin, is 64. Playwright Edward Albee' is 63. Former Atlanta Mayor
Andrew Young is 59. Former NBC newsman Lloyd Dobyns is 55. Actress
Barbara Feldon is 50. Singer-guitarist Paul Kantner is 49. Actress-singer
Liza Nlinnelli is 45. Singer-songwriter lames Taylor is 43. Baseball player Darryl Strawberry is 29.
Thought for Today: if power corrupts. being out of power corrupts
absolutely.' - Douglass Cater. American author and educator (1923- ).
s
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The growing irrelevance of the modem church
Three recent incidents demonstrate the growing irrelevance of
some modern Christian churches
that presume to bear the name of
their Founder.
'A special committee of the Presbyterian ',Church (U.S.A.) proposed that practicing homosexuals
be .ordained as ministers and that
the Seventh. Commandment proscribing adultery be disavowed.
-along with all other 'prohibitions
against sex outside of marriage. It
took the committee four years to
concoct something it call a
"justice-love" test to suppt the
doctrine it, once espoused. r
A committee within the Episcopal Church recommended that
bishops be allowed to ordain
homosexual seminarians to the
priesthood . "I think the church is
ready to take a little more progressive stance.- said Bishop George
Hunt of Prividence. R.I.. who
headed the committee.
A new book by the gadfly Episcopal Bishop John Spong claims
the Apostle Paul. who condemned
homosexual practice. was himself a
repressed homosexual.
It used to be said of the pinstic
that "they are so heavenly minded
they- are of no earthly good." Surely it must now be said of these
"progressives,- who arc nothing
more than heretics and apostates in
clerical garb, that they are so earthly' minded, they arc of no use to
heaven or to anyone on earth.
The non-religious might view
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Thirty years ago
Additional funds under 1961
Agricultural Conservation Program
have been allotted to Calloway
County to assist farmers in West
Fork and East Fork Clarks River'
Watershed in carrying out needed
soil and water conservation

Forty years/ ago
"Cpl. Elmo Boyd has landed in
Pusan. Korea," from column, "Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
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Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs, James
Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Howard Olila, Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. A.W.
Russell, Mrs. Charles Clark and
Mrs. C.C. Lowry.
Roger Carbaugh, scout executive, spoke at Cub Scout Pack 45
Blue and Gold Banquet.
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Cast members of play, "Our
Miss Brooks," to be presented
March 15 by Senior Class of Murray High School are Nancy Wear,
Jimmy Jones, Peggy Rowland,
Gene Wells, Zetta Yates, Lochie
Fay' Hart, Glenda Kirkland. Buddy'
Buckingham. Kay Ray, Zann Patton. Carolyn Melugin, Sue Parker,
Ann Perry, Betty Sue Hutson, Shirley Henry, Gene Herndon and
Mason Evans.
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this as immaterial and of little per
sonal interest. but it is of great cul
"tUral slgnifkanCe when the Christ
Ian church has lost its moral powc
and has become a prisoner, rathe
than a leader and liberator, of tht,
culture.
The church once had power:
moral power. spiritual power. the
power to transform not only people's lives but also to heal society's
deepest ills. That power. as the history of this and other countries has
revealed, is greater than any government. no matter how much
money government spends and no
matter how much points of light it
seeks to illuminate on its own.
Three years ago. in an address to
the Church of Scotland. British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
touched on the relationship
between a vibrant. doctinally
strong church and a muscular
nation: "There is little hope for
democracy if the hearts ot men and
women in democratic societies cannot be touched by a call to something greater than themselves...The
truths of the -Judaic-Christain
tradition are infinitely precious, not
only. as I believe, because they are

common than today.
It all changed when platoons of
the greatest charity' army in American ldistory, armed with their
Bibles and an evangelical zeal not
seen since, took on the cause of
reform. They had such names as
Olivet Helping Hand Society.
'Hebrew Sheltering and Guardian
Society, and such non-euphemistic
ones_ as Union for Homeless gild
Friendless Girls and Erring
Woman's Refuge (erring men were
assisted by the Salvation Army and
:other groups.)
One hundred years ago when
journalist Ray Stannard Baker visited some of these slum missions.
he saw "demonstrated again and
again the power of living religion
to reconstruct the individual human
life."
It is time for a 'revolution of the
people who have not abandoned
sound doctine. Preachers and
theologians who have, ,.departed
from the Truth must be asked to
depart from their churches. Church
members' must stage theological
coups to topple those from positions of authority who have ignored
God's authority. As the prophet
Isaiah wrote. "The grass withers,
the flowers fade. but the word of
our God shall stand forever."'
Only such a revolution will
revive the Christian church. and
only a revived church can bring;
help, healing and a desperatelyneeded moral conscience to the
nation.

Jones
Kenneth.

-
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By Cal
Thomas

true, but also because they provide
the moral impulse which alone can
lead' to that peace, in the true
meaning of the word, for which we
all long."
What moral impulse can a
church exert when it conforms
itself to the world rather than
renewing its principles? Is it God
who sets the agenda or, as the
deists believes, did he just start the
global ball rolling and then leave
us to our own devices?
Repeatedly throughout history'. a
church that was sound and united
in its doctrine addressed the social
ills of a society by first spiritually
transforming people's inner lives
and then helping them find housing, jobs and offering other assistance to provide for their physical
needs.
The ultimate anti-poverty' program is a changed life.
In 1890, many social conditions
in America were worse than theyare now. As Marvin Olasky has
written in Policy Review magazine.
"Thousands of orphans roamed the
streets. Infant mortality rates were
10 times present - levels. New- York
Police Commissioner Thomas Byrnes estimated that 40,000 prostitutes worked the city. A surveyfound 6.576 New York slum famihis living in tenement 'inside'
rooms - rooms without windows
facing out, only air shafts, which
many tenants used as garbage
chutes." Gambling, drunkenness.
_robbery and murder were more

One
sals an
Callow
day, M
as- fon'
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Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
District Court Judge Sid EasleyDiane Clark. student at Murray
said 3,560 cases were heard in his University School, has been named
court in 1980, compared with 3.131 a finalist in the National Merit
the previous year. showing an Scholarship Program. She is the
increase of 13.7 percent.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.L.
On March 22. the cost of mailing Clark.
a first class letter will climb to 18
Dan Kelly- has returned to his
cents, three times what it cost a
position as patrolman with Murray
decade ago.
,Police Department after completing
New' officers of First District
Federation of Kentucky League of hiSs. tour of duty with the US,
Sportsmen were Paul Black, Robert Army.
Vincent and David Walker.
Births reported include a girl to
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie G. Johnston.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Snow, Feb. 26; a March 5: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Henry, Billy Ray Thorn and a girl to Mr.
March 3.
and Mrs. Gary' D. Jones, March 7.
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MURRAY TODAY
Galloway to Western
the Waterficld Center for Business
and Governmental Research in the
College of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State University.
Prior to that, he was the Chair of
the Department of Management at
MSU from 1976 to 1980; and
before that a Professor Management at MSU from 1969 to 1976.
While in Murray, Galloway was
a member of the first charter class
of Leadership Murray 1983-84, and
first president of Leadership Murray Alumni Association 1984-85.
Dr. GalloOiay served as president
(1980 and 1981), vice president
(1978 and 1979) and a member of
the Board of Directors (1978--1986)
of the Four Rivers Manufacturers
Council, an organization composed
primarily of the plant managers of
apprximately 40 major manufacturing and processing companies in
Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee and Southern Illinois.
Also while in Murray he served
as chairman (1984-86) of the Existing Industry Committee of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce; secretary and vice
chairman of Board of Zoning
Adjustments for Murray (1985-89);
several offices of United Way
Organization of Murray-Calloway
County; and vice chairman
(1984-85) of Murray Tourism
Commission.,
While in Clarksville, he has been
active in many civic and community affairs, now serving as charter
president of the Clarksville (Sunrise) Rotary Club, and president of
Montgomery County unit of
American Heart Association.
His wife, Frances, has been
active in the community having
served on the Memorial Hospital
-Auxiliary Board for four years and
now as co-president of IPAV.'S, the
parents group at Clarksville High
School. She is a member of several
other clubs and organizations.
Dr. G-alloway is the son of Mrs.
Hattie Lee Galloway and the late
Harding Galloway of Murray.

Dr. Rex F. Galloway
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, dean of the
college of business at Austin Peay
State University, Clarksville,
Tenn., has announced that he will
resign from his position effective
June 30.
Galloway will go to Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, to become the first head of
the department of management in
the college of 6usiness administration there. The department was
formed in a re-organization of the
college of business administration
last year, and Galloway was
selected for the position following
a nationwide search.
"I am Very much excited by the
opportunity to join Western Kentucky University," Galloway said.
"Western's college of business
administration is accredited by the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business, and the institution has held that atcreditation
for several years."
APSU President Oscar'Page said
"we appreciate the !eldership Dr.
Galloway has provided in continuing the development of the program at APSU. I extend my best
.wishes to him in his new position
at Western."
Prior to joining Austin Peay in
1986. Dr. Galloway was director of

New babies, dismissals and
expirations listed by hospital
One newborn admission, dismissals and two expirations at Murray.Calloway _County Hospital for Fri-day. March 8, have been released
as- follows:

Dismissals
Mrs Geneva B Wright, 822 Hurt Dr
Murray; Mrs. Ethel Lorene Garner, 234
Caretetin -Rd., Cadiz, Forrest S Boyd, West
View Nursing Home. Murray;
Mrs Nell Woods, 522 South Seventh St..
Murray: Mrs. Mabel L. Orr, At 1, Box 27.
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Winifred Jaywin. At 1,
Box 216, Aimo, ;
Frank Montgomery. 1619 Miller Ave .
Murray. Miss Ashleigh Law, Rt. 2, Box /57,
Benton, Mrs Mary L Gadberry. 1301 Pobar
St.. Murray.
Mrs Louise J Weatherly. 204 Wood awn.
Murray. Mrs Jean Charlotte McDougal. At
1. Box 262-B. Puryear. Tenn Billy Joe
Maness, Rt, 1, Box 296. Dexter;
Sammie R. Atkins. P0 Box 211-2. Hardin; Miss April Dawn Shekel!. At.
5. Box 969.
Murray. Mrs Kimberly Air Laird and baby
boy. At 1, Box 116-2, Springville, Tenn

Newborn admission
Jones baby girl,• parents. Theresa and
Kenneth. At 3, Murray.
Dismissals
Oar! T Butts, At. 4, Box SS47, Benton.
Nei Shankiin Rt. 2. Palmersville, Tenn
Mrs Linnie 0 Geunn. Rt. 5. Box 452,
Murray.
Mrs Clarice G McDaniel, Rt 3, Box 115.
Murray. Doyle Humphreys, Rt 1, Box 70,
Hazel. Abe/ D. Elkins, Rt. 1, Box 136-B.
Murray.
Utley Nance, SouTisicle Manor H-1. keur'ay.. Mrs. Ruby Kencfred. West View Nursing
Home. Murray: Carlos E Warren, At 2.
Hickory.
Mrs Margaret Gatti's, Rt. 3, Box 293,
Murray, M ss Ashley R. Williams, 1306 Story
Ave., Murray. Waiter T. Phillips. 1574 Mockingbird- Dr Murray: M-55 Amy Runyon, At 3. Box 385-K, kali'ay, Rodney D Emerson. Rt. 1. Box 45.
Murray. Mrs Stacey Campbell and baby
girl 1618 Oiive St , Murray.
Expirations
Tnurrran A:bin. At 7, Box 171, Mayfield.
Robert H Doug-as. 1502 Johnson Blvd .
Muiray

Senior event Wednesday
A special event is planned for Murray -Callo
way
Wednesday, March 13. This will be from 10 a.m. County Senior Citizens on
to 3 p.m. at Kenlake State
Resort Park. This will include games, cards,
lunch and prizes. The cost will
be $3 plus the amount for lunch. Transportation
will be provided at a cost of
$1 for round trip per person. For transp
ortation call the Senior Citizens'
office at 753-0929.

Staff Excellence awards
Murray State University will present Staff
Excellence awards to eight outstanding staff members during an annual spring
Nominations are now being accepted and are staff recognition ceremony.
encouraged from fellow staff
members, students, faculty, and the genera
l public. Nomination forms are
available in each Dean's office, academic depart
ment, Curns Center Information Desk, Student Government Association
office,
or from any Staff Congress member. The deadline for submitting
March 13, by 4:30 p.m. For more information nominations is Wednesday,
contact Griselda Adams at the
MSU Physical Plant or call 762-4293.

Joyce Herndon and Steve Littlefield will presen
t students in a Senior
Recital on Sunday, March 17, at 3 p.m. in Recita
l Hall Anex, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
back row, from left, Kristi Cowan, daughter of Bill Pianists will be.
and Mary Cowan;
Lisa Rickman, daughter of James Rickman and
Judy Rickman; and
in front, Andrea Rose, daughter of Winfield
and Judy Rose. They will
perform classical piano selections by Bach, Chopin,
Beethoven and Mendelssohn. as well as religiSchubert, Mozart.
ous compositions
arranged by Page, Smith and Kartsonakis. Betsy
Herndon, soprano.
pictured center row, daughter of Don and Joyce Hernd
on, will present Italian ariettas by Giordani and Legrenzi,
and an English art
song by Barber. She will also sing a contemporary
religious piece by
Wolaver. Ushers will be Mitzi Rickman and Beth
Rose.
The public is
invited to attend.

Cake Decorating course
'Cake Decorating,' a non-credit community
by Murray State University, will be offered this education course sponsored
month on the university campus. The course will be taught on two consec
utive Tuesday nights, March
19 and 26, from 6 to 9 p.m. Conducted by
Ruth
include the basic fundamentals of cake decoraEversmeyer, the course will
ting. Emphasis will be on
traditional family occasion cakes. Supplies
the first night of class. The fee for the courswill be available for purchase on
e is $25, supplies not included.
For more information, call 762-4159 or
1-800-669-7654 outside Calloway
County.

Nation's orange crop
down from forecast
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's orange crop is estimated at
185 million boxes, down 2 percent
from last month's forecast but virtually the same as last season, the
Agriculture Department said
Monday.
Florida's all-orange crop was
estimated at 156 million boxes,
down, 2 percent from the February
forecast but 42 percent larger than
the freeze-damaged crop of last
season.
California production was put at
27 million boxes, unchanged from
last month but 64 percent below
the record 1989-90 harvest of 70.9
million boxes.

Aikk

55 Alive Driving Course
A 55 Alive Driving Course will be Wednesday
and Thursday, March 27
and 28, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. There is no fee for members of
Peopl
but an $8 charge for anyone who is not a membees Gold of Peoples Bank,
r of Peoples Gold will be
received. This is a correction for the previo
us amoun
be teacher for the course which is the nation's t listed. Betty Riley will
first curriculum designed
specifically for drivers age 50 and over. In addrtion
to the important information received concerning safety tips and new
laws,
upon graduation, one
may be eligible for a multi-year automobile insura
nce discount. To enroll call
Mrs. Riley at 753-5659 or John Williams or
Doris Rowland at the bank,
753-3231

Stephanie Stephens
bride-elect of

Lauren Balmer
has made her
selections from

Pier l's
Bridal Registry

lelimports

-Girl Scout ---to -deliver
Girl Scouts are out in record numbers, delivering those
Girl Scout cookies
thlk customers ordered in January. Cookies are being
delive
Additional cookies may be purchased at shopping malls, red March 8-24.
banks and neighborhood booths. Cookies sell for $2.50 per package: and
seven varieties
are available including the new Chalet_cremes and Trail Mix.
proceeds benefit troops directly by supporting camp proper Cookie sale
ment, special projects and council programs, according ties developto Girl Scout
officials.

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

Looking for Health Insurance

"I have several A & A+ Rated
health companies with •good rates" Staff Excellence awards

Tim Herndon

Murray State University will present Staff Excellence
awards to eight outstanding staff members during an annual spring staff recogn
ition ceremony.
Nominations are now being accepted and are encou
raged
members, students, faculty, and the general public. Nominafrom fellow staff
tion forms are
available in each Dean's office, academic department
, Curris Center Information Desk, Student Government Association office, or
from
gress member. The deadline for submitting nominations any Staff ConMarch 13, by 4:30 p.m. For more information contact Grisel is Wednesday,
da Adams at the
MSU Physical Plant or call 762-4293.

The Insurance Center of Murray
901 Sycamore

..•
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753-8355

Kelly Bolls selected
Kelly Bolls, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bolls, 1533
London Dr., Murray, has been selected as a member of the Future
Team (FACT) at Harding University, Searcy, Ark.Alumni Communications
represents the Alumni Relations office to serve as The 30-member group
hosts for university functions both on and off campus. The honor students
preside at receptions,
lead campus tours for special guests, and make
telephone contact with
Harding constituents. 'We are grateful to have these
students, who are
selected following an interview, to assist our progra
m,' said Carter Lambert,
alumni relations director. 'These students are valuab
le in helping us show
hospitality and make our guests feel at home.'
Bolls, a
vocational home economics, attended Abilene Christ senior majoring in
ian University before
entering Harding.

(Conl'd 1 on page 6)

!THEATRES

Kaci Bolls on tour

Offered by

White Fang

Dances with
Wolves (PG)

Ps

United Methodist meeting

New Jack
City (R)

VALUABLE COUPON • EXPIRES 3-31-91
•FREE HEARING TEST
050.00 OFF NEW HEARING AID

United Methodist Women of Paris District will have a district-wide
mission
student on Saturday, March 16, from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn. Leading the study on 'Gosp
el, Culture and
the Media' will be Dr. Dennis Neenan, Memphis Conference
Chapla
Golden Cross Ministries. Each one should bring a sack lunch. in of the •

Lion heart
(R)

Note: All hearing aids sold on 30 Day Mone
y
Back Trial (except dispensing fee)

Stroke Support Group

4

Sheila Cohoon AL Ann William,
Experienced In Helping Yon Choose.
,•Walicovenng (one room or an morn')
•Paint
•Window Treatments
•Accessones .1e.ectIng and arsarKemeri.
•Furniture (selecimg new or rearrangma

Kaci Bolls, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Bolls,
ray, is among the 30 touring members of the Concer 1533 London Dr., Murt Choir
versity, Searcy, Ark., making a 10-day singing trip to Los of Harding UniAngeles and San
Francisco Bay areas of California. Accompanied by
Dr. Arthur Shearing,
director, the group flew to the West Coast to travel in rented
vehicles during
Harding's annual spring break. The group will sing
in
Bakersfield, Visalia, Modesto, Vallejo, Campbell, Ventur Thousand Oaks,
e and Redlands and
will visit Sequoia and Yosemite National Parks, San
Francisco, Los Angeles,
Monterey/Carmel and other historical sites during
the tour. The students will
also sing at Sonnse Christian School in Covina. Bolls,
in music at Harding, is a graduate of Murray High a freshman majoring
School.

Stone-Lang Hearing Aid Center is pleased to announce that Vicki
Oliver has successfully passed her state board examination and
was granted a license to test human hearing and select
, fit, and
service hearing instruments. She becomes the fourth
licensed
Professional on our staff. We invite you to visit our Murray
office
where Ms. Oliver will consult with you privately regarding your
hearing problem and show you the latest in hearing instr
ument
technology.

(PG)

•

Stroke Support Group will meet Wednesday, March 13,
at 3:30 p.m. at
Shared Care Center, George Weaks Community Center,
Murray. Debbie Hill, Shared Care Coordinator, will speak 607 Poplar St.,
about 'Adult Day
Care.' For more information contact Steve Passmore at
762-1137.

STONE-LANG Co.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

your own)

.16 ••••

"Preparing Families for the 21st Century" will be
the theme of the
seminar on family issues, sponsored by Purchase Area
makers Association, the Murray State University Extension HomeHome Economics
Department and the Kentucky Commission on Wome
n, set for Friday,
March 22, at Curris Center, Murray State Univer
sity. Registration will
begin at 8:45 a.m. and programs will start at 9:15 a.m.
The cost will be $6
including lunch. Speakers will include Clinical Social
worker Doc Ready
from Jackson, Tenn., Dr. Terri Walters of Murray
State, MSU professor
and psychologist Tom Wagner, UK specialist in youth
development Karen
Hicks, Preservation of the Family Association Myra
Yates, and Glendale
Road Church of Christ Minister John Dale.

Newborn admissions
Brown baby boy. parents, Donna and
Michael, At 5. Box 108, Mayfield,
Weaver baby vt, parents, Tena and
Timothy, At 5, Box '212 Murray.
Dismissals
James W. Barnniil. At. 3, Box 239, Paris.
Tenn.; Billy Bruce Wilson. At 2. Hazel.

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

••••••

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, March
10, have been released as follows:

Six newborn admissions and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, March 9,
have been released as follows:

•Floorcovenng
•Bed Dressings
•Landscaping_(one area or complete yard)
•Help You Prepare Your House To Sell
For Appointment
(602) 111-7027 se 7113444N Aft., I p m

JO'S DATEBOOK

c

.

Newborn admissions
iii,chanan baby boy, parents. Susan and
Buday At 3, Box 220-A, Paris, Tenn Ha': baby giri, parents. Amy and Brad, 'RI
1 Box 347 Gilbertsville;
Oakley baby girl, parents. Maria and
Mcnaei. P0 Box 1306, Cadiz,
Gardner baby boy, parents, Deanna ana
Timothy. At 1. Box 258, Dexter.
Paschal! baby boy, parents. Rebecca and
Andrew Fit 1, Box 123, Cottage Grove
Tenn
McCreary baby girl. parents, Geniece and
Terry. 1602 Sunset, Murray

StIltit'lltS' recital

Name omitted in members'

HEARING AID CENTER

• 'tent )our Mit‘les•dt
•
• 10014 Clic.t nut • 71:1-331
•
•
Open II:am to 10:pm

206 South 4th, Murray, PH.

The name of Clovis Jones was omitte
d in members attending the February meeting of South Pleasant Grove
Monday. The club will meet Wednesday,Homemakers Club in the report on
March 13, at 9:30 a.m. at the home
of Sandra Gallimore.

753-8055
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the FBA and MS degrees from
person can give to the program, we
Murray State. In addition to her
will accept. Do call our office at
contributions, she is also a freethe center, 753-0929, if you can
lance artist aside from her duties to
volunteer for any of the above. If
her full time position at the Univernot, we have other important volsity. In what spare time remains in
unteer positions available.
Tuesday, March 12
her life, she enjoys singing with the
If it is not possible to contribute Singles Organizational Society/
newly organized Choral Union
as a volunteer, may we suggest that "Men's Night in the Kitchwhich is community and university
you become a Silver Citizen en"/Baptist Student Unionr1 p.m.
oriented.
Friend? Recently implemented, this Info/Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
Thanks, Linda, for an outstandparticular group was initiated for
ing logo design. It gives us a new- - -the expressed purpose of funding 753-0224.
visibility in a very classy way!
special projects.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
With emphasis on another
Anyone can become a Silver
sensibly)/7 p.m./Southside Manor
method of contributing, we must Citizen Friend. The share of the
Recreational Room/Info/759-1625.
again make a call requesting volunprofits from the Valentine Dance.
teers. Having lost several meal
after one-half of the proceeds were
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
route helpers, we really need peogiven to the NVeaks Renovation
Order of the Eastern Starf7:30
ple who will assist in delivering
Fund. Nk ere placed to establish our
p.m./lodge hall.
Meals-on-Wheels. The particular
new fund. Special programs and
positions needed are those in Ahich events have been planned to
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m..
the person rides in our Meals van
increase this fund.
Murray Woman's Club House.
All projects and needs, not covand actually delivers the food to
the - client's door. Of course. if ered by Governmental funds, will
First Baptist Church Women's
there is someone who wishes to be be considered and perhaps funded
Groups: Rebecca Whittaker with
a driver, we would welcome your - from these monies. You may add to
Mina Waters/2 p.m.: Louella Bed help also.
the "Friends" fund by the following doe with'
Marilyn Dill/7 p.m.
The county meal routes are serv- minimum contributions: S1.00 per
iced by the personal vehicle of the year for individuals or $5.00 per
Phebian Sunday School Class,
person who volunteers. Should this business or corporate members.
type of meal route appeal to any-- The new- logo will appear on the First Baptist Church/7:15
p.m./home of Anna Ruth Harris.
one, the fuel is reimbursable. Any
Friend's membership card and
of these positions can be worked
member ID button.
out to each individual's daily schePlcase stop by the 7th and Poplar Group III of CWF of First
dule so that one day a week, either off1e and join. Be another Very Christian Church/7:30 p.m./Helen
every week, or every other week. Special Person -- Be A Silver Citi- Campbell home.
or on a will-call basis. Whatever a zen Friend!
Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools/skating party/6
pin-ICircus Skating of Murray.

CALENDAR.

SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley T. Johnson
;•-•-•

The Murray-Calloway County
new logo appeared several weeks
ago in this column. Once again it is
featured so that proper thanks can
be given to the artist who created
it.
Newly adapted. approved by the
board, it will be seen on our stationery. posters, Meals-on-Wheels
vans and on an appropriate banner.

•

The banner will fly near the first
level — east entrance of the
George Weaks Community Center.
Linda Pierce, supervisor of
Graphic Design for Murray State's
Printing Services, gives a great
deal of her talent and energies to
the non-profit organizations of
Playhouse,in the Park, MSU Federal Credit Union and MCCSC. Her
in-kind contributions are so vital to
these non-profit organizations. Her
gracious artistic contributions- provide a quality which NICCSC could
not otherwise afford.
Originally from Paris, Tenn..
now residing in Murray, Linda has

Linda Pierce

Christine, Dorothy, Phyllis
McGuire visit hometown

MCC logo

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
_c

.cors No• oxe
.Ca'oe-e•
• A -a..a N -a'e•
es!-ates T•e•e-ces a-c Dow o- o' ;wages - yo,..• a-ea ac
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20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
With hardboard stding
Deluxe Models
2 car 12/20r"
$2475
1' 2 Car 02/20,

2 -Car ,18020.
Large..2 _Car ,2.2i22
2 Car .24/24
Large 2 Car 24/30

S31.75
$3475
$3675
$4,175

Vinyl siding
$2.875
2 Car 08120)
$1575
Large 2 Car 22122
$3975
2 : Car (241241
$4075
Large 2' 2 Car 24x30;
$4,675

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Melber Ky • 502 674-553C

MIDDLETOWN. Ohio
The McGuire Sisters, . who have
performed for presidents and rosa;.ty. returned to their roots for.a
cert celebrating this steel towh's
bicentennial.
The trio — Christine. Do'01h>
;and Phyllis — grew up in a
workers' neighborhood here in the
Nh4,10‘,.% of Armco Steel Corp. Thc

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

THROUGHOUT
MARCH

1

rim

Mon.-Fri. 2 Eggs, Sausage Or Bacon,
6 a.m.-11 a.m. Biscuits B Gravy or Toast.au

show was Monday
Phyllis - McGuirc said she and her
sisters never strayed far in spirit
from .Middle:own.; - For years-, she
said. the three pressured their
parents to keep the house they
grew up in.
"Our parents kept the house for
years and rented it,- she said.
We didn't want _them to sell it. It
was TOOLS."
She now lives in Las Vegas and
her sisters live in Scottsdale, Ariz.
The trio became famous in the
1950s and performed for five presi-.
dah:s ahd the queen of England.
up in 196g but reunited

•

Best laucheon
Buffet
Mon.-Fri.
II a.m.-2 p.m.

One Meat, Six Vegetables,
$345
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks,
All Prepared Daily Country Style!
Senior Citizens Only $299

•

'

We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.
641 S., Murray, Ky-Ph. 753-1505
MAJESTIC ROYALE,• MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/Nancy Rose, director.

First I
events
Group/
p . m .;
Fellow
Choir/7

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m./Stoy Hours/10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Elm GI
include
busines
GAS,

Senior citizens' activities/Weaks
Center/9 a.m.-4 p.m.

First
include
lowshi
Handb(
open/6:

Senior Citizens' activities/Hazel
Center/10 a m -2 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs as follows:
Harris Grove/10 a.m./Ellis Center;
South Pleasant Grove/9:30
a.m./home of Sandra Gallimore:
Pottertown/10 am/Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

Golden Circle Sunday School
Class, Memorial Baptist Church/7
p.m./Della Boggess.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Su

Food
Name- IN
Pie. Su
Calories
1 12
concentr.
3 T.
1/8 ts
1 tsp.
1/2 ;
2 T.
ts6ct.
-7

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

Pui

Blankenship Circle/South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church/7
p.m.
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First Christian Church events
(Cont'd on page 7)

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane DLxon

kl • \1 %I-4( II 13, 1)91
H APP1 BIRTHDAY'. IN THE csk.ellent C‘ CrITITZ for so,lahim,_,.
NEVI YEAR OF N.011 K LIFE:
INGO 'Aug. 2.;-Sept 221: LisI ook torA art' to mu.h personal hap- ten to >,iur -.from/ inner sok.e.

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page
oso, R.

4

5/
Box '5'

P0 Box 207,
f7C3 Prarn),4-s M'a'W
0.4•s Tre•esa
Jores
; Fr: 3 Mb-ay
.:14 son,

$299

First
Womer
Jones/7
Deal/7:

Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Murray Food Coop
Delivery/8 a.m.; CREED series/10
a.m.; RCIA/7:30 p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.

includ
Woni
Wedne
Choir/

Wednesday, March 13
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:15 p.m./regular/5:30
p.m./Ellis Community Center.

BYW of Memorial Baptist
Churchn p.m./home of Gwen Farmer, 1501 Belmont.

Senior Class play, "The Absent
Minded Professor,”Murra!, High
Schooln p.m.

•

1,1 EDNI-

.-.s-,a

Full Salad Bar Plus
Desert Bar

Tuesday, March 12
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

•
..
• =

-Calloway County Hospi.tal ha.; 7e.ksed the 'dismissals for
. -Marc+ ---11.• No newborn
asirr.s.:c.!:; or expirations were
Dismissals
E a'. P.! • Box 42 Farr ngton
P 0 Box 753 Paris. Tern
tfrs E. a Ocessa 14.csor P0 Box 753
Par s TerNera• was's' P.. 2 Box 3'7 Murray Her
s-e
P... 7 Box 553 Mbrray, Mrs
r:vace Hcsss F.: • Box 355A Murray.
Ft: 5 Box 1214 Murray,
▪a- C. a- o•
P.: 5 Box 686 Murray
M's 7' -a .--az M., rs. PS ' Benson,
o- Ardersor 500 Nortr
Mss Parnera Ander
sb.•
Lare Mu-ay G'ern Gar
oeur.,c R' r.. Ex '62 M.-ay
i
'Mrs Resecca Pascr a R.• ' Box '23
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Ter ,- Mrs Fox e Lyn,
-iercra-• - R0 - Box •*8 New Corcorct.
Jasor Wade La-bort, Pt 7 Box 373
'.",-ay • M's Qoa Psia•gar. 1806 Nortt
•
S• M.-ay ki.s Dearra Da*,
a•
!7,atiy
F1: • Box 258
-a, are barb, g
' Box
Ts.47 7 se'
e f.A's P.; e Na ard baoy
;• P'
232 134^:Or
M's Ecra Rocgers ard baby g r' Box
332 Oa-ce- Te-- M's S.sa,B.crarar
sasy so, P.: 2 Box 22CA Pa's
•
0.0 ss Is e se B..'xei '305 K.,*.vood.
PA's Gse Se Mc.C'eary ard itsaoy
;• 'E.:2 S.- •
M'-ay
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Distinctive Service
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:.ne horse has a long, proud histor•y of strength and distinction. Those characteristics
are still admired as much today as they were in the past. And those are traits we also
7espect at Miller Funeral Home. Lineage and family history. are important factors in
determining fine horses, as are their stature and strength. At Miller Funeral Home, our
history is a family committed to offering fine service to area families. We've developed
a reputation for providing caring service at a time of need. And our strength is a
commitment to continuing our standard of serving families as we would want to be
served. Our distinction is well-bred through caring, professional service from our
family to yours. And we stand on the strength of that service at Miller Funeral Home
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Wednesday, March 13
include Pastor's Class/4 p.m.;
Wonderful
W'a-c k y
Wednesdays/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Women Circles: Wesleyan with I.
Jones/7_,p.m.; Ruth Wilson with M.
Dealr/:30 p.m.

by Abigail Van Buren

Wednesday. Birch 13
Prayer Mecting,--Klaymata
Fellowship/6:30 p.m:''Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study, Mull Bible
Study/Prayer meeting/7 p.m.;
Weekly Worker' meeting/8 p.m.

••••;•••Ml.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; W_c_dnesday Night
Fellowship/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choirr/:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Stud_y,
business meetirig, Acteens, RAs,
GAS, Mission Friends/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fellowship S_upper_ and Youth
Handbells/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.: Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
Study Committeef7 p.m./Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
National Stbuting Museum/open
/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Iron Industryt10:30 a.m. and 1730
p m./LBL.

........

Sugarless Apple Pie recipe
Food Category: Dessert. Recipe
...Ntame:-Microwave Sugarless Apple
Pic. Submitter: Carolyn Pool.
Calories/serving: 326.
1 12 oz. can frozen apple juice
concentrate
3 T. minute tapioca
1/8 tsp_ salt
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 tsp. nutmeg_ _
T. margarine
6-7 cups peeled sliced apples

I baked 9" pie shell
Place frozen concentrate in 8"
square baking dish. Microwave on
high until thawed. Stir in tapioca,
salt, cinnamon and nutmeg. Let
stand 10 minutes. Add margarine
and apples. Microwave, covered,
for 8 minutes. Let stand until cool.
Spoon into pie shell Chill _overnight. May be served with whipped
topping. Makes eight servings.

Pudding mixes are recalled
• WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP) —
General Foods said Monday it has
received no reports of consumers
finding metal fragments in the Jell() chocolate pudding mixes it
recalled from stores in 13 Western
_
states.
The company issued a voluntary
recall Friday after discovering that
fragments may have contaminated
packages of Jell-O Cook 'n Serve
Pudding and Pie Filling and Jell-O
Instant Pudding and Pie Filling.
Ready-to-eat puddings and powdered gelatin products were not
.involved.
The recalled packages are either
. ounce or 54 ounce sizes.
bearing lot numbers that begin
1032 through 1042, followed by
the letter S and other numbers or
letters.
The suspect packages were distributed in California, Texas,
Arizona, Nevada, Alaska, -Hawaii,
Oregon, Washington, Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah, Montana and
Idaho. None would have been on
shelves before Feb. 1, the company
said.
Metal fragments may have got-

ten into some of the mixes because
of.defective screening in a machine
at one of the company's manufacturing plants.

DEAR ABBY: The Nazis killed Irving doesn't want to marry
me. He
my aunt not long before I was in- says he's afraid that one
day he'll be.
ductediinto the-4ervice in 1945. _My a sick old man and I Will
have to take
father's last days at age 94,isome 45 care of him.
years later were consumed by tbat
His wife died two years ago after
terrible occurrence.
a very long illness through which he
Just today I watched a television nursed her devotedly,and
he doesn't
talk show where a vocal minority want me to have to go
through thPrmade some very convincing com- same thing with him.
1 try to tell him
ments against our invoIvement in that growing old does
not necessarthe war against Iraq. Although I ily mean getting sick and
becoming a
would not wish to silence that group's burden.
warnings, because 1, too, felt uneasy
I want to marry this man and
about our entering yet another war. enjoy whatever time
we have left
I'm enclosing.
tt gem of a piece that together. What words of wisdom do
appeared in your column. Please you have to help me convin
ce this
print it again. It is ttmeless
wonderful man that we must live in
ERIC SCHOENHAAR. the present. take our chances and
GREELEY. COLO. hope for the best''
IN LOVE WITH IRVING
DEAR-ERIC: That "gem of a
piece" has appeared in my colDEAR IN LOVE: Your own
umn several times, and I agree, words of wisdom sound
pretty
it is indeed timeless.And it's also good to me. None of
us has a
timely.
contract with God, and it's just
It was written by the Rev. as well that we don't know
what
Martin Niemoeller, a German the future. holds for
any of us.
Lutheran pastor who was ar- Think positive,take good
care of
rested by the Gestapo in 1938.He yourselves --and each other
—
was sent to Dachau concentra- and hope for the best.
tion camp where he remained
until he was freed by the Allied
forces in 1945. It was titled "I
Didn't Speak Up" — and here it
is:
"In Germany, the Nazis first
came for the communists, and I
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
didn't speak up because I wasn't who feels left out and wants an improved
a communist. Then they came social life. It's an excellent guide to
for the Jews, and I didn't speak becoming a better conversationalist and
a more
ve person.To order.send a
up because I wasn't a Jew.Then long. attracti
business-size,
dressed
they came for the trade union- envelope, plus check or self-ad
money order for
ists, and I didn't speak up be- $3.95 1$4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby.
cause I wasn't a trade unionist. Popularity Booklet. P.O. Box 447, Mount
Then they came for the Catho- Morris. III. 611154. iPostage.iLincluded.,
lics, and I _didn't speak up because I was a Protestant. Then
4
they came for me, and by that
-time There was no one left to
speak for me."

AGENCY

753-06327
(502,

12th &
Sycamore
OPEN
6 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Daily

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

Served with Salad and Choice of Potai

Your Lawn Is Our Business. Guaranteed.

Tracy ArKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

n Cooperation With The Hoover Company, North Canton, Ohio and True Valu
e Hardware

FACTORY DIRECT HOOVER VACUUM CLEANER

74aWatue.
,
••14!)W4

F

re”41

WAREHOUSE SALE!!
All Hoover Models On Sale Now Thru March 30!

199"
Save '70

HOOVER® FUTURA®'
.

Canister Vacuum Cleaner "
Total System
PerformanceTM 600

Save '40

HOOVER® ELITETm
200 Upright Cleaner

•Swivel hose for maximum maneucverability
oowbcormasticm
.pn
des nozzle
•Brushed edge cleanihg
both
•Convenient tool storage
.20' cord w/wrap
and release
•Hcadlight

Powerful 5.0 Amp Motor
•Lightweight
•Brushed edge cleaning both sides
.1'0p-fill easy change bag
-Automatic height adjustment

Save '50
Heavy Duty HOOVER® ENCORETm

Save '55
HOOVER® LEGACYT"
Upright Vacuum
Cleaning System

-Steel Handle
•Cloth outerbag (not vinyl)
•4 Position Rug adjustment
'Headlight

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.

bfnriie,taurani-

Mon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - II oz. CO Fried Steak
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
Fri. - Country Ham
Sat. - Fried Chicken
Sun. - Chicken Livers

Customer Service
Direct Line

since 1981

Free 2 packages 15 qt. toplill bags

Mitri Ma'allon & Maryann (-Wiry

--DINNER SPECIALSLOg

753-1320

Life

Home
Err
i
+
1 11le
Health
Business
Annuities
A tradition in service

LOS ANGELES(AP) — Actress
Lucie AMU -says her-late mother;
Lucille Ball, saved everything.
.The ;comedian even saved the
,stationery from the Detroit hotel
where she and Desi Amaz spent
their honeymoon, Ms. Amaz noted.
"I don't think there's a hope
chest anywhere big enough to hold
all this stuff," she said.
Some of Miss Ball's possessions
were lent to "Lucy: A Tribute,"
opening at Universal Studios Hollywood on March 22. The attraction is a 2,200-square-foot museum
of costumes, photos, clips from the
"I Love Lucy" television series,
sets and home movies.
And there's plenty more. A second museum will open in Jamestown, N.Y., next yiar, near Miss
Ball's birthplace of Celeron.
"Believe it or not, we still have
a ton left," Ms. Amaz said.

Paint & Decorating Center

Diabetes is the third leading cause of death in the United
One type of diabetes may be present for yea with the individ States.
ual unaware that he/she has it.
-There are several complications associated with diabete
s,
damage to eyes, kidneys, nerves and blood vessels; which including:
blindness, amputations, heart disease, and loss of feeling. can lead to
There is no cure for diabetes, rather individuals seek to control
the disease through maintenance of as near normal blood sugar
and blood fat
levels as possible.
It is for this reason that the Purchase District Health Departmett
conducting a series of diabetes education classes. The purpos will be
classes is to provide individuals with diabetes and/or familye of these
information about the disease to help them better understand members
and control
diabetes....
These 'Classes will be held at Calloway County Health Center,
North
Seventh and 'Olive Streets, Murray. from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m.
on
the
following dates:
Thursday, March 28; Thursday,-April 4; Friday, April 12;
Thursday,
April 18; and Thursday, April 25.
Jeanne Jones, M.S., Diabetes Program, urges any interes
ted persons for
the classes to *call the local Health Center at 753-3381.

FERTILIZING • WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL

Lucie Arnaz talks
about her mother

rrCemq/s

Diabetes classes will
be at Health Center

s

FAIN INSURANCE

Jim Fain

PAGE 7
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your lawn care professional

DEAR ABBY: The man I love is
73. I am 47. "Irving- and I have
known each other for many years
and there is. no doubt about our love
fiir each +Aber. -We get -along very
well, have a great deal in common
and our sex life is great! The problem: I would like to get married. but

Auto

TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1991

Total System Performance 750T"
-Top tool connection
'Tools store in attached caddy
'Includes deluxe 5 piece tool set
•Brushed edge cleaning on both sides
•Stair cleaning handle
•He.adlight
.31 cord w/quick release

FREEAttachment
wipurchase

Save '70

HOOVER®
CONCEPT
ONETM
Cleaning System
Model U-3109-100

6.3 Amp Motor
With Power DriveTM
'Self-Propelled
'Edge cleaning on
both sides
•16 qt.l'op Fill Bag

Rated #1 By
Consumers

15
9"
Save '70
HOOVER® SpiritTm
Powernozzle Canister
.2.2 Peak H.P. Motor
•Quadraflex agitator
-Dual full-tirne edge cleaning
suction
•71/2 quart bag

You & Your Home

Deserve IV
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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IN GIRL Sc

Brownie Troop 1170 fly -up ceremony in June, 1990,
at Old City Park.

3AA:
I 1,..//ent

641 S.

753-1505

Troop 3163 Southwest. Pictured front from left are Christina
McPhail, Am) Paschall and LeAnn Jones. In back are Barbara
McPhail, co-leader. and Pam Schaffer, leader. Not pictured are
Amanda Byerly and Amanda Underwood.

(i)

Troop I 46

Country Square
1608 121 N. By Pass

Tomorrow's Leaders!

21;61210
711 Main

753-1222
Brownie Troop 1123, third graders at Carter Center, pose at Camp 0
Bear Creek -during -Brownie Camp-out Weekentk-Members pictured —
are Katherine Boyd, Lindsay__Lawson_.-lennifer-King,-Suzanne-Chand-Icr.%legan Elwell, Kim Davis, Stephanie Kurz, Emily Vance, Whitney
Parker and -Laura'Nixon. Not pictured -are Cara Anderson, Cassie
Carroll. Ashley Cunningham. Katie Konrad, troop leader Teresa Nixon and co-leader Robin Rogers.

Over 5,000 Movie Rentals
Over 400 Nintendo Rentals
Mc- --•••.•5

Centrai
Shopping
Center
24-Hour
Drop-off Box
Avaiiable

‘V.

& Sa
• •:•••:

&hiss& Rentals

753-7670 -"411V

urr. -core---cookieEast Calloway Troop 1484. %h. Manners
Etiquette program. Ms. Manner's (Ann.
Marie Sabbath) instructs girls Or. how to
handle utensils and cut food.

Scouting
ii Vllni
-Spring Seeds Available
-Custom Seed Cleaning

CARRAWAY FARMS
121 South on Neal Rd.

753-5522
Investiture at North Calloway Elementary in January, 1991. 1
tured
are Daisy Troop 1195, Brownie Troops 316, 579, 683 and
31 6. and
Junior Troop 1170.

WE 6ALUTE

GIRL SCOUTS
Su1nmers-4/0ptical
0/v inpit- Plaza

'
11111111
.
East Calloway Troop 1484. Ms. Manners Etiquette program. Pictured
from left, kneeling,.are Jamie Dowdy, Jennie Lewis, Missy Williams
and April Wolford. Standing are Tarynn Rotterman. Jessica Cunningham, Crystal Rowland, Ms. Manners hAnn Marie Sabbath), and
Nicole Martin.

75.'1-706:1

Ca11 for appointment 753•8.?8:.?
1600 Dodson
%Ital.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 8-?

McDonald's
II
BS
MAYFIELD - MURRAY
"The Professional Travel Agency"

4Q

GI
f,ti
RL
c•-z SCOU

6pavel

ous,e,

41016100i44,100.

1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's)

Troop 3153. Standing at left are Marsha Adams, Melody Wojiechowski and Heather Saxon. Kneeling are Sabrina Emerson and Jessica
Denham. At right is Shavsna Rushing. Troop leaders are Sandy Saxon
and Sandy Rushing, with Mary Emerson as a helper.

Brownie Troops 316 and 683 singing "Brownie Song" during the
Insestiture ceremony at North Calloway Elementary in January.
1991.

WE SALUTE

TS.

FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE CO.

759-1074
1-900-634-4903

SOCIE.TV
VICIRt.°
In
Si
"
CI
WOOOWIES
Sr
F
iNSUCIAPIC
E
NE
Maple
°mato,
3rd
LIFE
753.4377
Woodman
:d
11 '1 :I.
riome

753-4703

310 S. 4th St.

Mo,

753-1423
:102 N. 12t
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31IRL. SCOUTING

Murray -Callo%kay Co. Core Earth Day recycling
project.
Karen Olsen talkine to eirls about waste.

CS,fif
fir
v:0 I se
Junior Troop 1170, Investiture at North Calloway Elementary in
January, 1991. Pictured are June Vander Molen, Cresti Harrison and
Cathy Duncan, leaders. Also pictured are Miranda Dunn, Kristina
Bohannon, Shawna Lawrence, Tara Harrison, Sarah Mann, Cielita
Stubblefield, Tasha Duncan Bethany Vander Mon and Michelle
Scarbrough.

Crystal Stations,, Senior Girl
scout of Troop 1201, is working
toward her Gold Award. She has
been a Girl Scout for 12 years
and has applied for the Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council
Scholarship.

Girl Scouting strives to develop individual
talents and foster a sense of achievement.
Its our pleasure to support them.

ITP—T. Bank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK"
LYA One of th§ nation's
safest hanks' .
I

'

Member FDIC

Girl Scout &
Catch
Brownie Uniform the
Supplier

trigr
pier'
UNIFORMS HEADQUARTERS

2101 BroadWay. Paducah

443-3891'

Shop our catalog
for all your
scouting supplies.

Brownie Troop 1170 singing "On My Honor- a fls -up ceremony in
June, 1990. Pictured in front are Sabrina Emerson,- Kristina Bohan.non, Michelle Scarbrough, Miranda Dunn, Bethany. Vander. Violin,
Melody Wojiechowski, Kaci Grur and -Tara Trarrisoh. In had( is
leader June Vander Molen.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills • Murray .

Morr.— core—cookie kickoff -flag ceremony mi Jan. 17,
1991.
In tociay's world, Girl Scouts are
shown that the goals they set in Iiie
are within their reach. Were proud
*o suppor• this fine group.

Thornton Tile
& Marble
612 S. 9th 753-5719

READY FOR THE

FUTURE
West Kentucky s Oldest
Volume Dealer

11111111==

piWant

Parker
EIEECEII
Ford Lincoln-Mercury

LL'
gir-t"4

701- Main Street

anuary, 1991. 1 tured
79, 683 and 31 o. and

Part of Brownie Troop 1170 eating at Brownie Core Camp at Camp Bear Creek in May,
1990.

(502)753-5273

Murray, KY 42071

Maggie Nielson and April Wolford of East Calloway Troop 1484 —
Owensboro Girl Scout Panorama and Owensboro Museum.

[QUICKPRINd

441.

it

of murray

_

641 South 759-4796
Girl Scouting offers a full menu of
activities— cooking to camping to
sports and more. We encourage
them to keep up the good work.

Murray Electric System
401 Olive Street
Brownie Troop 1484 roller skating party and Paducah allnighter. Pictured from left are
Maggie Nielson, Missy Williams,
Crystal Rowland and Jennie
Lewis.

11116.

Melody WojieL hows•
Emerson and Jessica
iers are Sandy Saxon
a helper.

irl Scouts are making a hit in whatever they do!
We're proud to show our support and appreciation
to this exceptional organization!
Troop 138b

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd. St.

Western Kentucky
Insurance Inc.

litres
un

going & growing

Auto • Home • Farm • Crop
Life & Health
Mobile Homes • Con:mere:al • Bonds

753-1423

"Call Us For A Quote"
302 N. 12th St.

753-5842

CLEANERS

••••

I—

For all your insurance
needs, call us first!

Video Mart

Central Shopping Center
753-952.5

Tim Herndon
901 Sycamore St.

Bel-Air Center, Murray 753-1399
Mon.-Thur. 10-9, Fri. & Sat. 10-10, Sun. 12-8
sf
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753-2411

Insurance Center
of Murray

GIRL SCOUTS

Congratulations, Girl Scouts of the
-U.S.A.! You've made us proud? For the
past 79 years, we've been able to watch
the girls of our community blossom into
responsible, caring young adults

Murray

753-8355
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SPORTS

Ac

Lady Eagles end Calloway's Cinderella story Inside
Program has
'no place to
go but up,'
coach hopes

Shooting slump in Scoop
third spoils hopes RDavid
AMEY
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

,-

—

Assistant Sports Editor

The annual bracket debate is
a little quieter this year, meaning the NCAA selection committee did a fairly' decent job
of balancing the bracket for the
53rd annual NCAA Division I
basketball tournament that tips
off Thursday.
The only major complaint
came from UNLV coach Jerry
Tarkanian, who thinks the
bracket in the West was stacked
against him. The Shark is just
upset because he cane smell
blood. He -knows that no one
can touch the Runnin' Rebs and
he's trying to draw' attention
away from the fact that his basketball team is so much better than the other 63 that it
won't matter who the 'Rebs play
in the first, second, third.
fourth, fifth or sixth round. Of course, there were the
Fordhams and the UABs, the
teams that should have received
a berth in the field but didn't
because of their conference.
Fordham won 24 games and
will have to settle for the NIT..
For once, I agree with Dick
Vitale. I think y-ou should have
to finish in the top haLL of
your conference to earn an
NCAA berth. Sure, the Big East
got seven bids, but how many
are going to be around on
Saturday?, - • -The NIT field is even worse
than it was last year. Southern
Illinois, after playing just two
games over .500 and finishing
fourth in the Missouri Valley'.
gets an -NIT bid while both
Eastern Kentucky (19 wins,
including a victory over MU) •
and Middle Tennessee (21 wins)
have to sit at home.
It's the second-straight year
that the OVC has been shut out
of the NIT. Commissioner Dan
Beebe -is not doing the job of
selling.trie league to the NIT
.a: g,).od feeling didn't last_ "We just couldn't buy a
i
al
committee. NIT bids are Very
Cont'd on page 11)
political and may be won in
August and September, when
many -conferences- sa4U Wpresentatives-to New -York- to
-and dine" the NIT committee.,
The Quality Inn. four blocks away from the Colony Square, Commissioner Beebe needs to
do some entertaining and sell
is S4S per night. For more information, call Jillian collect at
OVC basketball.
8-581 1,
Murray, State's draw in the
ffir these rates. callers need to identify themselves as Mur,
NCAA
one that the Racers
Stato , fans at 'both, hotels.
live
can
with.
despite missing
GEORGIA JUMP SHOTS: The Racers will have a closed
Wednesday night, before the open practice for the out on a trip to Louisville
which all Racer fans and . media Thursday evening... KFVS-12 in Cape Girardeau will
players
wanted to get. Alabama
:,:lovise the game Friday' night,with tip-off set for 6:30 p.m...
will present -some problems. but
.The Racers are ready once again for the underdog role. "I'm
-.0 s'e,d to it that I'm naming my next child 'Underdog,- Murray appears to match up
Racer coach Steve Newton said... Former Todd County Centr- well with the Tide and being in
al star Greg Glass. Whose brother Chuck was a Murray State Atlanta helps the Racers.
The last time Alabama . was,in
8:andoai..,ts•being redshirted at UA this year..•..Chuck Glass
Atlanta
for the NCAA tournaad in the last Murray State-Alabama game. a 99-65
••
win in -Tuscaloosa in.December of 1985... The Racers - ment was 1987, they were
.: 70-62 decision over the Crimson Tide in the 1980 NIT. stunned in the first round by
South 'Alabama. It seems the
also served as C.M. Newton's last game as Tide coach.
Tide players think they are
"jinxed" in the Peach Coy.
Ghost Of Rhett Butler? Curse
of . the Braves? Just what extraterrestrial being haunts. Alabama?
i:shoro to a 20-11
age. will play at Kentucky next It wouldn't be a guy named
_ 10th Region tournaseason. He wag a first-team all- Popeye would
Alabama was a Sweet 16
a.i. He averaged 32.5 stater last year.
as a junior.
Brown, who has signed with team last year. but' this Tide
:S a complete player,'
Tennessee, averaged 17.4 points team isn't as tough as that one.
sborc.) coach Randy Hamfor the defending state champions. Alabama rolled through the SEC
ho is a o Chris's uncle. "He
Morris, a 6-2 guard, led Fairdale Tournament,- but the best team
s. oasses and handles the ball
with 19 points a game. He has in the SEC (Kentucky) was sitHe is always trying to
scored more than 2,000 points in ting at home and the SEC was
not as strong this year as it
himself as a player."
his career.
has
been in the past.
liarrison, who -ranks first in his
Milburn has verbally committed
If the Racers do get past
a - 4.0 grade-point averto play for Vanderbilt next season.
Alabama, Wake Forest or Louisiana Tech wait in the wings. I
expect it will be Louisiana Tech
„upsetting Wake Forest.
The rest of the Southeast
bracket is at Freedom Hall in
Louisville, and includes Indiana,
abucornplished the expected in ing to become the second such the No. 2 seed. which I think
breathtaking fashion. Heading into group to complete a perfect season. will make the Final Four, along
the NCAA tournament, the team
In 1976, Scott May and Kent Benwith UNLV, Duke, and North
that was heavily favored to domi- son earned All-American accolades Carolina.
nate the season is 30-0 and riding a
while leading Indiana to a 32-0
Some sleeper teams to kee-p'• , •
4:-game winning streak.
record and the NCAA title.
your eye on include UCLA. the •
"Itius: wasn't me. it was everyMay and Benson, in fact, arc the
No. 4 seed in the weaker East
talking to him." Johnson said last set of teammates to win a
Region; Setort-Hall, No. 3 in
of Augmon. --He really developed
national title the same season in
the West; South Alabama. a No.
his confidence this year. His 1 -on-1
which they made the All-America
13 in the West, and New
game was always there and we just team.
Orleans, a No. 14 seed in the
told him to go out and do it."
Bill Walton and Keith (Jamaal) Southeast.
Joining the UNLV forwards, Wilkes were named the first team
If Murray can get by Alababoth saiors, on the first team were
in 1974, the season which saw the
ma. I think they'll be in the
sophomore center Shaquille O'Neal
end of UCLA's 88-game winning Sweet 16, which would be very
of Louisiana tate, junior forward
streak and the run of seven straight sweet indeed.
Billy Owens of Syracuse and
national titles.
Also, remember that this
sophomore guard Kenny Anderson
And in 1984, Michael Jordan and
year's entire tournament is on
of Georgia Tech.
Sam Perkins were unable to get CBS instead of ESPN. The
Johnson and Augmon are the
North Carolina beyond the second good news is that Dick Vitale
fifth set of teammates to make the
round of the tournament in a bid to will not be on your television
All-American team and will be try- (Coned on page 11)
screen this weekend. .
MAY FIELD — Friendship and forewarning was of no help
the Calloway County Lady' Lakers on Monday night, as
their Cinderella trip ended with a 71-56 loss to Graves County'
n the semifinals of .the First Region Girls' Tournament at
Graves Courtly' High School.
Despite a determined effort. Calloway's third-quarter shooting slurr,p ruined the Lady Lakers' upset hopes and allowed
' Graves to reach tonight's championship game against 10-time
defending champion Marshall County.
Calloway led once and only' briefly during the game. Fighting back from an 18-13 deficit in the second quarter, the Lady'
Lakers closed to within 19-17 on Anne Paul's turnaround
bank shot off Susan Lax's assist. Following a Graves free
throw. Paul took the ball to the hoop and was fouled on the
-score.-stepping to the line with 4:05 left in the half and Calloway within one point of the regional favorites.
Paul missed the free throw but Kwanda Hornbuckle
grabbed the offensive rebound and scored to push Calloway
into the lead. 21-20.
But Graves tossed the long inbounds pass downcourt to a
racing Christy' Henry. Henry caught the ball and completed
the layup to regain the lead for the Lady Eagles, who thenusod two free throws by Janee Heath to add to their slender
lead.
Calloway stayed close but could never regain the lead.
-We knew exactly' what they were going to. do," Callowayhead coach Pete O'Rourke said of the inbounds lob downcourt. O'Rourke pointed out that he and Graves coach David
Elliott are friends who have borrowed each other's diagrams
trorn time to time,• and that Calloway had copied the Lady
Eagles' inhounds plays for their own use.
"But Kwanda got picked off and she (Henry) was open."
O'Rourke said. "They' executed it perfectly."
While Calloway was suffering from some illness among the
team and the Lady Lakers did not enjoy a good night shooting
*aloe hall. O'Rourke pointed out that the main obstacle was
G7:IVCS' sheer _talent.
"We played probably our best ballgaMe all year," O'Rourke
said. "Unfortunately. it just wasn't enough to.beat them... It's
no shame for us to be beaten by a better team."
Calloway.' cut the lead back to one point again, 28-27, on
Mono:a Evans' outside shot with 1:48 left in the first half.
VCS responded with a score underneath by Henry. Henry'
then rebounded a Calloway miss and Heath hit from the free
ihrow iine for a 32-27 lead. Calloway missed twice, got the
hall hack on a travelling violation, then missed twice again
More the half ended.
.
Those misses set the tone for the third quarter, which would
see the Lady Lakers hit only three shots from the field.
We thought we really had a good shot at them" at the halfbreak. O'Rourke noted. "We were.really,teeling good
ii

Now that the first year of his
tenure as Calloway County Lady
Laker coach,is over, Pete O'Rourke
hopes next year shows the same
level of improvement as his program displayed in the last month of
the 1990-91 campaign.
Keyed by a stunning upset of
Marshall County in the championship game of the Fourth District
tournament, the Lady Lakers won
four of their last five games and
reached the semifinals of the First
Region tournament before falling
last night to Graves County (see
related story).
"I hope we have., no place to go
but up," O'Rourke said.
II sure seems that way. Calloway
loses two seniorg- in Monica Evans
and" Susan- Lax. both of whorn
turned up their games in the final
stage of the season and gave the
team sterling senior leadership as
well as floor production.
Behind the two seniors vilockaa
juror class seven deep. with six of
those at least part-time starters during the season. O'Rourke's method
of rotating 10-11 players in and out
of the game hslpedo that class
develop.
Nleanwhile. freshman guard Val- eri-e Shelton emerged as one of the
region's leading candtdates
future greatness. and sophono.
forward Lean Darnell ear7":::L4
starohg
It's a good CriA —
Wh:L:h can he satisfied woot
spot on the team.
"We're going to open tryouos
again." O'Rourke said. "The g,ris
who want to play next season will
• be working hard this surnmer. It's
up to them to work on their own...
you can't just show up on Oct. 15
and think_ you're a basketball
:layer."
Cont'd on page 11)
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MSU officials scramble to find NCAA tickets for fans
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By DAVID RAMEY
....ag.er a Times Ass' Sports Editc•
Murray State o:liu:ais are
days Southeast Regional NCA.-%
a
b.arna in Atlarua. Ga.
0,.:cr 800 Racer fans have req-ues:cd :sdos
h.gto's contest w-titi Alabama at the 0:- ger Claire Benton said that plent
availal31e at 575 for all three sess.
session tickets at 525 is a problem.
"They have assured us that we will be de itt 1,
requests." assistant athletic director Bil,
Jay M07.
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r-626-MX6 Sales Setting Records

Popeye earns 'Honorable Mention'

I

UNLV has two named on All-America team

Continue Through March 31st
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Save Up To '1,004
On LX Value Pkg
Plus '1,500 Factory
Cash Back
Total Savings Up To

•
Save Up To '820
On LX Value P•g
Plus '1.500 Factory
Cash Back

1,504

mcmpa

Total Savfngs Up To $21320

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
753-8850
800 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.

NEW YORK (AP) -- Larry
'Johnson was an All-American playing for a national champion last
season. There was, however, one
more goal to accomplish.
"When I come back next year
I'm going to help make Stacey
Augmon player of the year." Johnson said after UNLV routed Duke
to win the NCAA title.
Augmon isn't player of the year.
but he's close as one of five members of the 1991 Associated Pres.
All-America basketball team.
"For me, it really feels good,"
Johnson said Monday after learning.
he was a repeater on the honor
team. "I thank God for all the
players who play with me and I'm
really happy about Stacey."
Thanks in large part to the play
of Johnson and Augmon. UNLV
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Harrison tops All-Staters; Cheaney on 3rd team
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Tollesboro's Chris Harrison. the
state's leadiog scorer the past two
seasons,- . heads the 1990-91. Kentacky Associated Press all-state
basketball team announced today.
Also selected to the first team in
voting by' sportswriters and sportscasters from across the state were
Jermaiiie Brown and Maurice Morris el-Louisville Fairdale, Bryan
Milburn of Russell County' and
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Actions& Reactions Shooting slump.

Murray-Calloway County representatives who won first Or Second in the Knights of
Columbus Regional Free Throw Competition included (left to right) Brad Duncan,
Brent Anderson Becky Green, Clay Bolin, Jeremy Hunt and Jaime Pigg

Baseball

S)

U

in

In

COOPE RS IOWN, NY - As far as the Hall of
Fame is concerned, Jim Palmer is done Even if
Palmer becomes the tirst Hall of Famer to
resume INS career, his plaque at the shrine will
stay the same That means he's stuck at 268
lifetime victories, no matter how many more he
gets
Once they've been hung, only two
plaques have ever been changed," Bill Guilfoile
of the Haft 01 Fame said Monday We changed
the image ot Ted Wiiiarns because we weren't
nappy with the sculpting of his head And Bob
Feller's plaque was changed to reflect his time
in the service" Perrier was elected to the Hall
.n 1990 His plaque includes his lifetime victories, his three Cy Young Awards arid his time
with Baltimore, ending with 1984
There's a
_gl.raetelxner at the Hall that says all statistics
•-were correct aline time of induction," Guilfoile
said f3abe Ruth no longer holds the all-time
hOrne run record, but we don't update the
plaques every time something new is
achieved "
• • • •
NEW YORK - A Legal Aid lawyer who represented Howard Spira clams baseball investigator John M Dowd showed bias against George
Stenbrenner as earty as ast March, just a
week after his probe began in a five-page affidavit signed last week, lawyer Roland Thau of
tne Federal Defenders Services Una claimed
Dowd !did rim prtvatey in a meeting last March
26 that he was intent on finding evidence
against the New Ypdi Yankees Chimer. Dowd.
den.ed he accusation, saying that he never
met alone with luau Dowd said that Kevin Hainan, the cl rector of secunty for the commissorter's eta, was with him at all times Cornmiss.oner Fay Vincent decided to investigate
Stembitenner after the New York Yankees owner's $40,000 payment to Spire was revealed
,ast March 18 Spira 5 scheduled for an April 8
trial on charges of attempting to extort
StenOrenner
• • • •
PORT ST LUCIE, Fla - Sid Fernandez of the
New York 'Jets brake a- bone in his pitching arm
when he was nit just above the left wrist by a
grounder of' the bat of Houston's Javier Ortiz A
Me's spokesman sad Fernandez will be in a
cast 'or sis weeks and will be sidelined tor up 10
"hree months Fernatide2 sustained a nonplaced fracture of the ulna bone Fernandez,
«no was -.ureic) , n the fifth inning, had the wrist
aced - a cast and a sling after X-rays
1.-.Gwec
:,',Erait about three inches above the
r
•
-tot be abie to resume throwing for
weeks

General
the

INDIANAPOLIS -Jon., Smith,
hitt Amen=-3n . 10 "kr Jou/. consecutive world wrestling
es receved the Amateur Athletic Union's
James E Su- wan Award as the nation's outstand rig amateur athlete for 1 990 Smith, 25, of
StJttwater Okla ,- was a finest for the fourth
time and became the first *rester to receive
Su van Award

the

Football
KANSAS CITY, 0.4o - Mike Webster, a perennial Pro BOWl center and a mainstay on Pittsburgh's tour Super Bowl champions, refired
after a 17-year career that almost certainly will
carry him into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
It's been 17 wOnder/JI years, but one thing
you learn in this game is reality," said Webster,
who turns 39 next Monday 'Ifs time." Webster
spent the last two seasons with the Kansas City
Chiefs after charging his plans to retire in 1989
and become a coach for the Chiefs His immedate pans are uncertain, he said But Chiefs
presicentCarl Peterson made it plain there is.
an assistant's job in Kansas City If Webster
wants it Webster joined the Steeers as a WMround dratt choice out of Wisconsin in 1974, the
25th payer selected A backup for two years,
he then held down the center position for the
next 1 3 seasons

Skiing
LAKE LOUISE, Alberta - Switzerland's Vreni
Schneider survived a race Of attrition, and an
almost costly stumble on her second run, to
capture a women's World Cup slalom race.
Schneider, 26. who had gone almost a year
without a sla:orn victory, had a two-run time of I
minute, 26 22 seconds to hold off Sweden's
Kristina Andersscrn by 33 seconds Anita
Wachter of Austria was third in 1 27 34.
Schneider's 34th victory moved her past Hann,
Wenzel of Lechienstein, who retired in 1984,
into second pace on the women's career list
Annemarie Moser-Proell of Austria, who retired
in '
,Sae. leads wit, 62 With 16 career slalom
victories, Schneider ranks second to Switzerland's Enka Hess. who won 21 before retiring in
1 98 7

Basketball
In a battle for first place in the NBA's Midwest
Division, the San Antonio Spurs had the homecourt advantage - and the edge in motivation,
too, it seemed When you have Utah in your
house you can't stumble and give them the
upper hand," David Robinson said after leading
the Spurs to a 105-96 victory over the Utah
Jazz Monday night Robinson scored 33 points
to lead the Spurs to their fifth straight win II
was also the Spurs' fifth win en a rovv,agteinst
Utah in San Antonio and gave the Spurs a Onegame lead in the division over the Jazz The
learns began the night with the Spurs
leading
by lust percentage points "This was a really
big game for us, one the hopefully will maintain
our momentum,- said Robinson, who ha 11 of
14 shots from the fieid
ion other NBA games, it was New York 90, New
Jersey 85, Milwaukee 96, Detroit 85. and Port
iand '04, Cleveland 96
NEW YORK
Rookie Dennis Scott of Orlando,
who averaged 30 points in four games last
week, became the first Magic player ever to be

chosen as the NBA s player of the week Scott
is averaging 15 S points a game this season
He was the fourth pick overall in last year's
draft and had a career-high 40 points in a
129-113 victory over Denver last week, shooting 15 of 22 from the field
• • • •
NEW YORK - Tom Chambers of the Phoenix
Suns was fried $2,500 by the NBA for throwing
a punch at Kevin Willis of Atlanta during their
game last Thu;sday
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pa_ GB
46 16 742 Philadelphia
33 27 550 12
New -York .
30 32 484 16
Washington
22 39 361 21,4
Miami
20 41 328 25'n
New Jersey
•9 43 306 27
Central Division
A-Chicago
Devon
laiwaukes
Atlanta
Indiana
Coreand
C hariade

41 15
39 24
38 25
35 27
29 32
22 40
18 42
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midmost Division
W
L
San Antonio
40 19
Utah
4C 21
Houston
36 24
Dallas
22 38
Orlando
21 40
lAnnesota
19 40
Dower
17 43
Paced Division
A -Portland
46 15
LA Lakers
44 18
Provo
42 19
Golden State
32 28
Seattle
30 30
LA Clippers
20 41
Sacramento
17 42
x -candied playoff berth
ueed sy • Gamee
Washington at Chars:11e 630 pm
LA Laken at Miami. 630 pm
Phiadebnia at Atlanta. 7 pm
lennescla at Chicago 7 pm
Seattle at Houston 730 pr.,
LA Clippers at Denver El 30 p m
Indiana at Golden Stale 930 pm
Boston at Sacramento 930 pm

A Month

Pct
678
656
600
367
344
322
283

11 27 36 56
14 32 49 71
Calloway (56)- Shelton 22, Hornbuckle 11,
Evans 10. Paul 8. lax 3, Stalls 2, Mitchell, Darnett, Waldrop, Randotph, V.Bucy. SButy. FG
FT 11;19, 26 rebounds_
Graves(711- Henry 19, Crawford 17, Heath
14, McCuan 8, Payne 6, Drake 3. Coliharp 3.
Buchanan /, Rice FG 28,58. FT 14,24, 36
rebounds
Records - Cailoway 12- 1 3, Graves 27-4

21r72.

(Cont'd from page 10)
then re-dedicate themselves to
But O'Rourke, who credits assts- basketball. Playing game
a
is still
tants Tommy Greer and James Pigg just playing
a game - there's
as being "the backbone of the more to life than basketball."
coaching staff," doesn't want the
Lady Lakers consumed with
But there's more to basketball
basketball.
than the semifinals of the regional, "I'd like for them to take a and O'Rourke hopes the Lady Lakmonth - several months - off. ers are prepared to take the next away from basketball." O'Rourke step next season. "I hope they all said. "Have some fun for awhile - got a taste of success," he said.

GB

187.
20
21
23

754
710 2,i
689 4
5.33 13-H
500 15--,
328 26
288128

UNLV has two...
(Coned from page 10)
regain the trophy they'd helped the
Tar Heels win in 1982.
Johnson, the 39th player to
repeat as an All-American, averaged 22.9 points and 11 rebounds
while shooting 67 percent from the
field. Augmon averaged 17.2
points while hitting 59 percent of
his shots and also had 7.4
rebounds, 3.4 assists and 2.3 steals
a game.
The numbers for the ONLY forwards are even more impressive
because they seldom played a full
game as the Rebels outscored the
opposition by almot 30 points a
game.
Each member of a nationwide
panel of sportswriters and broadcasters picked three teams, With
points awarded on a 5-3-1 basis.
O'Neal was named to the first'
team on 62 of the 64 ballots cast
and finished with 316 points, two
more than Johnson, who had 61 •
first-team votes. Owens -had 266
points, Anderson 259 and Augmon
253. O'Neal, who led the nation with
14.6 rebounds a game. missed the
final regular-season game and the
Southeastern Conference tournament with a hairline fracture in his
left leg. LSU will have O'Neal
back for the NCAA tournament
after he received clearance from his
doctor to resume playing.
The 7-foot-1 sophomore averaged 27.7 points per game and shot
63.4 percent from the field, and
gave LSU a first-teamer for the
third consecutive year. Guard Chris
Jackson was on the honor roll the
previous two seasons.
Syracuse also had its third consecutive first-team selection in
Owens, whose play helped the
Orangemen shake off heavy graduation losses.
"Billy has had an unbclievcable

WALES CONFERENCE
Patnck Division
W L T Pts GF GA
NY Rangers
34 25 12 90 267 227
Pittsburgh
36 30 4 76 297 265
Finiaookonia
31 30 '9 71 231 224'
Washngton
31 32 6 68 221 235
New Jersey
28 10 /2 68 243 232
NY Islanders
23 39 9 55 203 260
Adams Division
x-Boston
39 22 9 87 260 234
A -Montreal
36 26 9 81 246 219
s-Butfalo
25 27 17 67 244 241
4-Hanford
28 33 9- 65 207 217
14 44 12 40 196 310
Ouelasc
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris OlViSi011
W L T Pie GE GA
-Chicago
42 22 6 90 242 183
A -St Louis
40 20 10 90 278 226
r-Detroit
31 33 8 70 249 266
lAnnesola
24 33 1 3 61 225 233
Toronto
19 42 9 47 210 28'
Smythe Division
A -Los Angeles
40 21 9 8296 219
4073 7 87 300 226
-Calgary
Edmonton
32 33 5 69 237 238
Winnipeg
21 37 11 59 239 258
Vancotrostr
25 40 8 58 220 289
r-candied playoff Corm
Monday. Games
No camas scheduled

Alt-Americans
The 199C•91 Assooated Press colter. baskelbal AL
America team with hoght class school and key
season-takage statsbcs and pants received from a
panel at 64 *Inters and broadcasters on a 5-3-1
bass
FIRST TEAM
ShaQuille O'Neal. 7-1 . sotahorrore. LSU. 277 ppg
¶46 rpg. 634 fg pa 1316 points)
Larry Johnson, 6-7. Senior, UNLV 2.2 9 ppg. 11 0 rpg
31 apg 672 18 pa (314)
Buy Owens. 6-9 prier. Syracuse. 233 ppg. 117
big. 35 apg. 25 steals (266)
Kenny Anderson 62, sophomore Georgia Tech,
25 7 bog 5 8 /P9 5 8 aPg. 31 coals 1259)
Stacey Augmon. 6-8 senior UNLV. 172 ppg, 71
rpg. 38 apg, 594 Ig pcl, 2 3 steals (253)
SECOND TEAM
Jimmi Jackson 6-6 sophomore. Oho Stale. 188
ppg 53 rpg. 42 apg 1212)
inc Mtirdo. 6-2, senior. Providence 264 ppg 53
rpg. 44 apg. 3 5 steals 11751
Chnstan Laettner 6-11 pivot', Duke 196 ppg. 93
TO 569 Ig pct. 1 151 1
Sieve Smth 6-6. senior. lechigan State 252 bog
62 rpg 37 apg (1201
Todd Day, 6-8, armor, Arkinle. 206 ppg. 52 rpg.
3t apg. 22 steals till
DeR0 TEAM
Gabon Cneaney 6-6. sophomore. Indiana 21 6 ppg
5 1 rpg 1981
Doug Smith. 6-10 senior tAssoun, 236 ppg, 104
pg. 32 apg. 21 steals 184/
Keith Jennings. 5-7 senior East Tennessee State
203 pog 9b apg 1771
Rodney Monroe 6-3. senior North Carolna State
273 ppg 44 rpg (74)
Dikembe klutombo 7.2. senior Georgetown. 15 2
ppg, 1p rpg 48 blocks 587 Ig pa (46)
-HONORABLE MENTION
George Addeo c. UNLV Greg Anthony g, UNLV
Anthony Arent. C. Salon Hall Damon ElarkW• 9. Indfa na, Shawn Bradley. c Brigham Young
Kenn Bradshaw I, US International, Terrell Bran•
don. g Oregon. Kenn Brooks. I Southwestern Low
siana Marc Brown. g Siena Greg Carter I, Sewssipp State
Chits Corollary. g North Carolina State Dale Davis
I. Clemson lick For. f. North Carolina, Chris Galling
c Old DomiNon Josh Grant. f, Utah
Uttenal Green. g. Georgia Allan Houston, I Tennessee Byron Houston c. Cailehorna Stale Anderson
Hunt_ 9. LOAN Bobby Hurley g Duke
Pokey* Jones, c, Murray State. Adam Kee* c
Slanicwo Trig Lee I. Ohio State. Luc longley c
New Mexico, Kevin Lynch g Minnesota
Don MacLean I UCLA, lAse Macon g. Tempe
Jamb Mashburn, f, Kentucky. Les Mayberry g Ark
ansas Owe Mier c. Arkansas
Chits OAK I AnlOna, Harold Miner g Southern Cal
Aiorizo Mourning. / Georgetown Man Muehiebach
?xi:12one. Tracy Moray. I. UCLA
Overton g. La Side, John PiWrey t,
Ai Randall 1 Kansas. James %brison g Ala
Dame Malt Sealy I St John a
Chits Smith g Connecticut, Bryant Stith t VIrginia
Clarence w.ahheri000n f Southern MisessifP
Bran Wiens c Arizona Joey Wright g. Texas

year, starting with the World
Championships last summer." said
Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim. who
was an assistant on the U.S. national team. "He has provided tremendous leadership for our younger players. This means as much as
his statistics, which are pretty
impressive by themselves."
The 6-9 forward averaged 23.3
points, 11.7 rebounds and 3.5
assists in leading Syracuse to the
Big East regular-season title.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance cormantes
Horne OHde Bloomington, Illinois

Jane Rogers 753-9627
AP All-State boys
The '95091 Kentucky Assooated Press Al-State
boys' basketball teams as voted by SportSenlerli and
SpOreicasterS
First Teem
Mew School
PF Avg
Chns Harrison, Tollesbao
Sr G 395
Amer)* Brown, Lou Fatal*
174
Sn
Bryan Milburn Russel Co
F 263
Maurice Voris Lou Feudal
Sr G 190
Robert Harnrnons Les Bryan Station Sr F 228
Damn Horn Les STec
oll
"
os CrTesli
eem
Dymond Thomas Elizabethtown
Jason Osborne Loti Mate
Jason Woodard, Caverna
Shannon Hosluns Clay Co
Third Teem
Mike Crap Caldwell Co
Carlos Turner. Lou Fordal•
wiLuS CHEANEY, MURRAY
Corey Priam Bourbon Co
Keith sAatchen Lyon Co
Conch 01 Ma Year Noon Barger Las

Sr G
Sr G
Sa
s, C
F

150
25 3
22
26 9

Jr G

21 5

Jr

25 0
240
19 0

Tatee Creek

Daniel Aierander Futon Co Dena Anderson,
Lou Doss Tyler
Ekhom City Brent Barton
Corbn. Daniel Bays. Knox Central Tony Beard
Brebunndg• Co . Earnest Bee Lou- Western Greg
Bibb. Todd Central. Bubby Blau Rowan Co Barney
Boggs Cumbertana Greg Bon Lou DeSales Cried
Bowling Pikeville Stubby VaAey or Bradley Ohio
CO
Chris Watcher Buller Co Charley Broughton
Owensboro Adolo Brad Brown Owensboro Catholic
Danny Brown Laurel Co Lavas Burke Boyd CO
Darnel Burton, LeA Dunbar, Barren Bush. East Carter, Greg Butler Graves Co . Brad Carroll, Somerset
Tracy Claxon Greenup Co Marty Gine, Hoprtnselle
Unrv Horns Many Cols Lees Cc, Mark CoNet
Co
Has
11.1.4all
Marshall Co Andy Cook, Scott Co
Ed Crespo Hopkinsville Univ Heights Jason Cnck
Christian Co Chns Covington launienberg Nv•th
Joey Davenport. Webster Co Brad Ovine. Mutuen.
berg Nodh, Marcus
Linen Cc, James Douglas Owensboro Doug Downs • Lou St Xavier,
James Douglas Owensboro. Lamont Ducker North
Haran, Garry Dukes. North Built
Jason Dunn, Harrodsburg, Anthony Ells, Whitley
Co .8nan Evans. Shargan Co , AiNy "Fairchild John
son Central Scony Ford South Hopkins Rodney
Fuller, FOOS Crew Jason Goad, Boyd Co. ToOY
Goatiey, Lou Buller Jame Grid*, Putaslu Co . Larry
Men Gntton Oneida Baptist, John Hallmark, Hopsinsville. Jason Hagian, Ky Country Day .
patch Ixtattis %wile Shit" Valley, DAVID HART
CALLO WAY CO Bobby Higgs Owensboro Lonnie
140, Cawood, J Hylton, Belfry, Einar, Johnson
Jerens. Bobby Jones, Orion Co Jackson Jolson
East Carle Brom Kincaid Pad Tilghman, Brad King
Casey CO Guy Knight Cumbenand Dion Layhed
Lou Atherton Dion lee. Lou Ballard, Kent Leggs
Pa4
Chnn
sigLhyma
onm'Pari-Nville. Kevin Haggard °airless
Co Robed Marcum. Clay Co . Chris Marlin, Rowan
Co . Tim Mason. &In East, Paul McKnight. Pad
-Ttighrharx Rainey Mende, Barbourville, Andy
Boyle Co Loo MornsOn. Lou Tnaty,
Nazano
Pules., Co Shay Nuion Fort Knox Bnan Owen
Henderson Co Corey Pouncy Coy Holmes Philip
Preen, Lynn Cam;
Jamie Reynolds Frankfort Western Hills. Bo
Roeder+ Cortin kris Robinson HentlerlOn CO . Ti
Rogers. Hart Co. Jody Salsbury. Johnson Central
Be' Sams. Laurel Co. Vic Saunders. Lou Waggoner, Ray Shackieford. heddlesbao, Chns Simpson.
Cawood Has Smith. Clay Co,
Srath Lou
Western ...4m Spencer Boyd Co . John Stacy Boyd
Co
James Stephens Graves Co Al Thomas Cumberland. Charles Thomas. Harlan Steven Thomas
'Casey Co.. Corey Thompson Chnsban Co Sieve
Invent. Rowan Co Stacy Trogden, HopiuneviL.
Jerome Tow. Pad Tilgnman. Todd Tyler, Carfare
CO . Brandon Tow West Hopuns Gary izaieniine.
North Hardin Gary Wasson, Ciao Co,
Joey Watkins Brikounndge Co Shane Weddle
of
Puhlask
te i sool
Co LinGelu
swion
um
Whr
joBt,aninarcly
wig
t.
Ray WitUrns, Jenkins, Travis Wootton, LaRue Co . Gavle
Wright. Ft Campbeil Rafe Young Hancock Co
Coaches
Kirk Chiles Lyon CO Steve Dreher Pad Tilghman Lye DL Maar. Christie Co Steve Gifkam Web-

ster Co , Stan Hardin. Lou iremais. 1100Cry Keith.
Clay Co. Ins Kington, Frankin Simpson. CARY
MILLER, MURRAY, Keith Seller, Menthes Ca, Bub
Ray Reynolds Saar Co . Scott Schlosser Mayfield,
Brad Stanley Ohio Co . Sieve Wn9M. Laurel Co
Keith Young Adair Co Roger lanes Boyd Co

Girls' regional scores
MONDAY'S GAMES
GIRLS
First Region
Graves Co 71 CALLOWAY CO 56
Marshal Co 68, Paducah Terrell Sr
Second Region
Caldwell Co 50 Chnstan Co 48
West Hopkins 54 Henderson Co 49
Third Region
Breckinndge Co 74, Onio Co 55
Owenstoro Apollo 73 Munionberg South 47
Fourth Region
Warren East 64. Volcano Co 48
Todd Central 70, Barren CO 51
Fifth Region
Central Hardin 75 Washington Co 52
Green Co. 50. Bardstown alethlenem 3'
Eighth Region
Oidhen Co 69. Owen Co 51
Buibn East 60 Shelby Co 58 C'
Ninth Region
Independence Simon Kenton 69 Campbell Co 66
Conner 71 Aorandria erstiop Wassail 43
-LOW RegiOrk
Paris 77, Morrgornery 57
Clark Co 41 8,ac..r, co 27
11th Region
Lei Henry Clay It Lea Cathicil o 66
Frankton Western Hilis 73 Len Bryan Soto,58
12111 Region
..aurel Co 67 Moriceto At
Rueseii Co 69 Boyle Co 38
17th Region
Bei' Co 77 Corbin 53
Clay Co 67 Cumbenand 39
14th Region
Whilesturg 55 MC Napo, 3'
Lesko Co 77 BreaN11 Co 59
15th -Region
Sheldon Cali 65. McDorrol 47
Benny 68 Allen Co -Central 56
16th Region
Championing
R-owar Co 5' Russell 11

The Top Twenty-Five
The Top Twenty Fee leans in the final Asia:tried
Press colege basketball
vilth bit-place votes in
oarenthoses records through lAarch 10 total pants
asset on 25 points for a Ind place rote through one
Pant for a 25th place vans and last omit a ranking
1 UNLV 1641
30.0 1 600 1
2 Arkansas
31-3 1 490 5
3 Indiana
27-4 1.446 3
4 North Caroina
2$-5 t396 7
5 Oho St
25-3, 1,360 2
6 Dune
267 1 234 6
7 Syractliii -.
26-5
232 48 Anzona
-26-6 1,203 9
9 Kentucky
95210
22-6
10 Utah
283
923 11
11 Nebraska
26-7
978 13
12 Kansas
22 7
796t2
13 Solon Hal
22-8
785 21
11 Oklahoma St
22 7
691 14
15 New lAsnco St
687 11
735
16 UCLA
609 17
23-8
17 E Tennessee S.
28-1
589 15
18 Princeton
517 19
242
19 Alabama
7-9
469 24
20 St John s
20-8
364 20
21 keseropp St
20-8
312 18
22 L
209
290 16
21 Texas
73423
22 8
24 DePaul
20-8
164 25
25 Southern /Ass
21-7
154 22
Other receiving votes SAssaun 136, North Caroina
St 42. Wake Forest 29 lava 27 Florida St. 22.
Georgetown 21. Brigham Young 20. Virginia 17, Connectan 16 SAchigan St 16 Pittsburgh 13. linnet 10.
Eastern Michigan 9, Creigrdon 7, MrsobliPP 7, Ns
,
Orleans 6 St Peters 5, Poppordmo 3. Anzona St 2.'
Laurearia Tech 2. Northern Illinois 2, New ratinco 2.
Okahoma 2, Georgia Tech 1 Houston 1, South AUDbarna 1, St Francs Pa 1 Temple 1 Ves Green
Bay 1, Xavier CXvo 1

Jane Rogers Insurance

Owens, one of the quieter players in the game, was typically lowkey when told of the selection.
"It feels good being named first
team and it was one of my goals,"
he said. "It means i lot to me
because these are the people who.
respect my game. I'm just very
happy." .
Owens followed Sherman Douglas and Derrick Coleman as Syracuse players named to the first
team.
"It is a great accomplishment.
for our program and we are very
proud of it," Bochcim said.
The second team was composed
of senior guards Eric Murdock of
Providence and Steve Smith of
Michigan State, sophomore guard
Jimmy Jackson of Ohio State,
junior center Christian Laettner of
Duke and junior forward Todd Day
of Arkansas.
The third team had four seniors
- guards Keith "Mister" Jennings
of East Tennessee State and Rodney Monroe of North Carolina
State, forward Doug Smith of Missouri and center Dikembe Mutombo of Georgetown - and sophomore forward Calbert Chcancy of
Indiana.
Murray State's Ronald "Popeye"
Jones, the second-leading rebounder in the nation, earned honorable
mention All-America ho rs.

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9527

Ross Insurance Agency
(
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Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Not all truck dealers
are created equal.

COSTOMIR
SATISFACTION
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EXCELLENCE DEALER
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Time-vague BUCKET
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if

Same go Out al thek way to see that the'
customers are satisfied Sassked with
everything about ther new truck Sanded
with the ourchase the delnery the Oually
the service
These are the deasers mat have bee
,

Chestnut St., Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110
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Lady Lakers could not come closer
than that.
"You can't take anything away
from my girls," O'Rourke said
afterward. "They played their
hearts out against a great basketball
team."
O'Rourke noted that illness had
hit the Lady Lakers at the wrong
time. "We knew it was going
around," he said. "We said, 'it
hasn't gotten to us, it hasn't gotten
to us...' and then -" he said, snapping his fingers.
Evans missed two days ot practice due to 102-degree fever over
the weekend. O'Rourke said, while
Jennifer Catherson was not able to
play due to illness. "But sickness is
no excuse,", O'Rourke said.
Shelton led all scorers with 22_
points while Hornbuckle added II r
with nine rebounds, Evans scored
10 with five steals, and Paul had
eight points and eight rebounds.
For Graves, Henry had 19 points.
Misty Crawford 17 with 11
rebounds and Heath added 14
points.
Calloway hit only 29 percent of
their shots from the field to
Graves' 48 percent shooting.
••••
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(Coned from page 10)
basket," O'Rourke said. "When
you can't score, it sort of puts a
crimp in the old style... I thought
we were taking good shots; they
just weren't going in."
Still, Calloway stayed close
through the first four minutes of
the third, trailing only 38-33 after
Hombuckle's score from the lane.
Jennifer McCuan hit a putback
for Graves and Teri Payne
rebounded a missed layup and
scored for, the Lady Eagles for a
42-33 lead, Heath stole the ball and
McCuan scored again after an
offensive rebound for a 44-33
margin.
Calloway trailed by 10 when a
turnover on a fast break gave the
ball back to Graves with 38 seconds left. The Lady Eagles worked
the ball around until the final seconds, when freshman Bobbi Coltharp drilled a 3-point shot with
0:03 left.
The trey gave Graves a 49-36
lead and an emotional lift going
into the final frame.
Calloway senior Monica Evans
twice sank 3-point shots in the
fourth to keep the Lady Lakers
within reach; the second trey falling in at 5:18 to cut the lead to
55-44.
Graves answered with four
straight free throws, however, to
move - out to a 15-point bulge.
Game-high scorer Valerie Shelton
cut the lead to 12 on a basket with
under four minutes left, }sit the
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EDUCATION
MSU offers free
English, general math
classes to interested
adult students
Free classes for adult students in
English grammar and general mathematics will be offered three days a
week for eight weeks in the /Quit
Learning Center (ALC) at Murray
State University, beginning March
IS.
Classes in general mathematics will
meet from 8:30 to 10 a.m. and in
English grammar from 10:30 a.m. to
noon on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday at the ALC in Room 2'06 of
Roy Stewart Stadium. according to
Chuck Guthrie, ALC director.
Guthrieisaid anyone 14years of age
or older not enrolled in a public school
may attend the grammar and mathematics classes. Each class will he
limited to 10 students and offered- on 'a
first-come. first-served basis.
He added that the classes are
helpful to anyone preparing for the
GED high school equivalency. the
ACT examination or an entrance test
for vocational school. Adult returning
to school or those wishing to review
basic skills for tutoring their children
or for personal satisfaction can also
benefit from the classes.
Sponsors of the classes are the
Kentucky Department for Adult and
Technical - Education and the Center
for Continuing Ectuation and
.Academic Outreach at •!stormy State.
Anyone interested in en7 'ling in
the classes may cal!or visit th ALC
(502)762-6971 in Room 2( b(- Stewart Stadium,from 8 a.m. to
on 77..
Monday through Friday.

Calloway County Ag Agent Ted Howard speaks to Mary
Ann Carter's third grade class at Carter Elementary.
They have studied county and city government. He told
what his duties are as county agent. Pictured from left are
Austin 'Williams, Brent Howard (great-nephew of Ted
Howard) and Ted Howard.

Connie Ottily, violinist, played her violin for Mrs. LeeCs
first grade class at East Calloway Elementary. She also
In social studiessand Kermacky -history. Ann Kelly Bolin shared her son's small size siolin
and let some of the class
presented information about the farm product (popcorn) play. The actisity was in their
music class, taught by tin.
to fourth graders at Carter Elementary. She told the class chi -Stalls. Pictured, from
left, Jessica Ottway, Jeremy Allthe steps necessary to get popcorn from the farm to the britten, Chase Ottway, Connie
Ottway and Jennifer
stores, stressing transportation. Pictured from left are Other.
Micah Cathy and Bolin of His Popcorn.
--111

Jack
striv:
By MAR
Murray Lod

State trooper James Dale Parker discussed the jobs of law
enforcement officers to students in Mary Ann Carter's
third grade at Carter Elementary. The class has been
studying city and county government in social studies.

Children in all rise sections
Elementary recently met w it'n
Bank of Murray. llornhack
history of money and th,

Robertson
from the
4Lidi-;r1 about the
• •!• (I
at

177.:
_

Southwest Calloway Elerricit,ir
enjoy a trip to the fire stlitIrJr).

Pictuled 4b_oe art m_embers___fiLAheCallaway___County
Middle. Schools MATHCOUNTS team which placed third
recently in the regionals competition. Pictured from left
are Andy Rose, Tom Richter, David Jones and Melanie
Stemmer. Dasid Jones will advance to the state competition by sirtue of his second place finish in individual
competition.
174
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At the end of a short Story unit in the 10th grade Honors
English It class at Calloway County High School, students
had a tea party, featuring foods from around the world.
The short story unit was organized using stories from
around the world. Students dressed as their fasorite characters from the short stories. Pictured abuse, from left, are
Matt Price as "Alesi" from "Life is Sweet at Kumansenu"
(Africa); Nathaniel Bat/ell as "Jerry" from -Through the
Tunnel" (Africa); Mike Davis as "Dead Chicken" from
-The Story of the Widow's Son" (Ireland); Tammy Bor.
garding as -Grandmother" from. -A Visit to Grandmother" USA it and Chris Tucker as "Alice" from -The
Other Wife" (France).

Kentucky high school
juniors compete
in Golden 100
Richard Chung. a junior at Tates
_Creek High School in Lexington__
earned the top cotposite score and
the first place overall award in the
1991 Golden 100 scholastic competition at Murray State University. .
The son of Hae and Sun Chung of
Lexington; he received awards in two
subjects: first in science and second in
mathematics.
-Charts Brumrnttt from Paul G.
• - Blazer Higt:Sch1OCilin AlandpIacc
- d
second overall. The daughter of Gregory and Mary Lou Brummitt - cif
Ashland. she placed first in English.
Rinishing third overall was Ji)nithar. Rash. of Franklin-S:=s-7
High. School. He lied for thiirii :7
•1..d
EL• parent, :7
/ •

•

las EII
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three
program. M.:
•
seiected
,cern:-finalists- based --on
achievement. school and ci --serv ice. leadership. creativ
so'.. qualities which con:sucuess Each nominee also ,
271 essay . tit]ed - My Role in K
Future.
Slucients took nationally standardized tests in English. mathematics.
science and social studies. In addition
As a resu t of t eir school-business partnership with
to :he awards in four subjects. tne
Briggs & Stratton, Cliff Key talked with Rebecca Frizcompetition included Commonw
zell's eighth grade math class at Calloway County Middle
Awards recognizIng 'academic an(7.
School. He described the importance of a strong matheextracurricular
leadership. ,
matical background and the many jobs at his facility that
awards for the .i: top three essay
require math skills. Pictured from left, front row, Amy
Other top scholars include:
Alexander. Darleen Brittian, Cliff Key, Nolan Lax, back
Commonwealth -Award — Aurora
row. Amy Galloway, Amanda Wyatt, Terry Losins, Joey
Arnold Fierier. Ohio County Hign
School. first: Ben Zaniello. Highlan;.;, Scott and Joey Gertsch.
High School. second; Kara Same,.
Hickman County High School. third.
Essay — Jason Rayles, Glasgow
High School. first. Mandy Minks.
Owensboro Catholic High- School.
second: Ben Phelan. Apollo High
School. third.
English — Charis Brummitt. Paul
G. Bayer High School, first; Ashley
Lk, Bowling Green High • School.
second: Emily Reed. Central Hardin
High School. _third.
Science — Richard Chung. Tates
Creek High School. first; Emily Reed,
Central Hardin High School. second;
Matt Dudgeon. Elizabethtown High
School. third.
Math — Tony Ham. Louisville
Central High School, first; Richard
Chung. Tates Creek High School.
Jeremiah Jones, Scoty Alderdice, Kim Billington, Jana
second; Jimmy Gish, Webster County
Higgins and Jamie Sanders, students in Linnie /Wks'
High School, third.
fifth grade at East Calloway Elementary, are learning that
Social studies —_ Tony Ham.
moneym doesn't grow on trees. They have started thier
Louisville Central High School. first:
mini-economy unit. They receive money (play money) for
Foster Cotthoff. Christian Countyworking (finishing assisgnments). Then they use real life
High School, second: Deborah Stiexperiences to learn the value of money. Thyey must pay
gall, Bourbon County High School.
rent, utility bills and for certain privileges. If they have
third (tie); Jonathan Rash, Franklin;
any money left over, they may spend it in their classroom
Simpson High School, third (tie).
store or save it to open a bank account.
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Southwest Calloway Elementary k nderguir:(
enjoy a trip to the fire station

..i1cnts

Also depicting characters from short stories are Becky
Kelso as "Rose" and Jennifer Pardue as "Grandmother"
from "A kit to (lrandmother" (USA).

North Calloway Student teacher 1.Jura 1 licher is helping
so. )
students make cloth dolls. Mrs. Jam-t Johnson, parent of
*-1k
second grader Sarah Johnson
Students in Karen Crick's second grade class at North
earlitr demonstrated
how to make the dolls. Pictured, from left, facing camera 4, Calloway Elementary brought in objects and pictures that
are Chase Redden, Maggie Sasso. Ry,in Smith and Lora 'represented the special bowel sound of the week. Pictured
Sexton.
from left are Jason Lee and Leslie Los ins.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratise
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of students
in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

4

•

Bob Busch and Otis Allen from Murray State I niversity
recently presented a program about birds of prey for the
students at Murray Montessori Center. Busch and Allen
are shown with a barred owl and a red-tailed hawk. Children pictured are Patrick Fitzgibbon, Doran Brown, Bobby
Lewis, Emi McFarlen, Charlsie Young, Christopher Fitzgibbon, Matt Robinson, Sean Cos ington, Lauren Clemson,
Megan Black, Elizabeth Fitzgibbon and Sam Trevathan.
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Introductory
painting course
offered at MSU
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'Introduction to Painting," a noncredit community education course
sponsored by Murray State University. will be offered during March and
April on the university campus.
The course will be held on six
consecutive Tuesdays - March 19,26,
April 2,9, 16 and 23 - from 6 to 9 p.m
. Conducted by Mary Fuhrmann, the
course will explore the various techniques and styles of painting. Individuals may choose their own style and
technique. Composition, color and
value will be emphasized with beginners welcome. There will be a choice
of oil or acrylics.
.The fee for the course is S40, with
supplies not included. For more information, call 762-4159 or 1-800-669
7654 outside Calloway County.

Members of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company are participating
in a workshop which gathers interested dancers from Narious studios
to interact and learn different techniques. Through dance companies,
students are also able to increase opportunities to perform throughout
the region. Pictured above from left to right are Kelley Travis, Allison
Haugh, Celena Cooper and Ashley Cleaver as they practice their
talents during a workshop at St. Leo Church. Other members of the
company are Margaret Harper, Liza Griffin, Celia Boone, Ginger
Hicks and Joanna Kind. Any interested dancers are encouraged to
participate. For more information contact Karen Balzer. 753-3876.

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray LacIgar & Times Staff Writer
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The Jackson Purchase area has
been in need of p dance company
for years. Owensboro, Louisville,
Lexington and other places in Kentucky have the supplemental dance
opportunities and so should this
region.
These were the sentiments of
several regional art patrons, thus
the Jackson Purchase Dance Company was formed. A non-profit service to the region, the organization
serves to provide performance and
class opportunities for young
dancers in the Jackson Purchase
area, in addition to and in conjunction with area dance 'studios.
It would address the many needs
of those participating in and
observing or supporting of the arts
by providing dancers and choreographers for musicals and productions produced by area community
theatres and organizations as well
as to timulate an -appreciation of
dance. Nuturing possible career
opportunities in dance and exposing__ the _young._ dancer_ to._,guest _
artists and performers is also
important to the area. The company
also strives to support local dance
studios and encourage teacher and
student participation. according to
the formally _stated - purpose.
Karen Balzer, a dancer of 34
years. began working with the Kentucky Arts Council to address the
local need for 3- dance company.
"We take students already receiving training and bring them
together to show them the different
techniques of different instructors
and allow them to interact with
other dance students, to supplement
theft'training:: Balzer said, "We
are looking at least at one production a year, in addition to workshops and lectures by guests.'"
• In order to be exposed to many
productions throughout the year.
Balzer said she hopes to plug into
various productions throughout the
Jackson Purchase.
Before coming to Murray eight
years ago, Balzer worked as an
instructor at Penn State University,
the University of Georgia theni
taught at Murray State University
where she choreographed "Where
the Wild Things Arc." Recently she
was appointed as a dance cirriculum consultant to the state.
With the Kentucky Education
Reform Act, it has been made
necessary for dance to be added to
the basic arts program of area
schools, leaving Balzer responsible
for 14 districts. "Now it is the law
for art forms to have a .-place in
education," Balzer said.
Dance is for everyone. It encourages strength and discipline. I have
worked with athletes. aiding their
range and motion as well as flexibility. Balzer also teaches gymnasts, through the Junior USGF
Camp in Jackson, Tenn.
"We will be inviting dance
teachers in the region to be on the
board of directors, because the
dancers in the company are their

MEM

it

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

students. We plan to keep in close
contact with the dance teachers,
their 'needs. and scheduling.
Officers for the dance company
are: Ted Dotson, president; Balzer,
executive board: Glenda Gallimorc
of Hazel, vice president: Bill Phillips, treasurer and Rita McKeel of
- Paducah, secretary. An organiza
tional meeting for potential members wanting to give input or volunteer their services in any way,
will be conducted March 23, 1 to 3
p.m. at the.Calloway County Public
Library.
"The dance company is geared
toward integrating all art forms
together, and to add to the diversification of cultural interest, which
starts with everyone." Dotson
"dance- should. -be . for -all - ages.
because observing dance is as
much fun as participating in it."
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Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson signed
an amendment to the Vietnam Veterans Bonus Act on March 1 that will
add to the tnimber of veterans eligible
for funds under the federal Bonus Act.
Under the original law. veterans who
may have been eligible for the
Vietnam Veterans Bonus were disallowed payment if they had received a
bonus for prior service.
This new amendment will allow
veterans who did not receive the
maximum allowable bonus from the
1960 Bonus Act, but who had service
in Vietnam or the Vietnam Era, to be
eligible for S15 per month for Era
service and 525 per month. for
'Vietnam service up to the S300 and
S500 maximum amounts for all conflicts. The deadline for making application is October 31, 1991.
"This amendment to the Vietnam
Veterans Bonus Act will affect approximately 10,000 veterans or beneficfaries-based - on Veterans Administration data," said Larry Amen.
Director of the Kentucky Division of
Veterans Affairs.
For more information contact the
Veterans Bonus Branch at(502)5645220 or write P.O. Box 1424, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602.

Couple experiences several recent
tragedies with war, laced capsules
BREMERTON, Wash. (AP)• —
Tragedy visited Kay and John
Glynn twice in three weeks — once
from the desert battlefield of Saudi
Arabia and once from the counter
of a local supermarkeL
The Glynns' 19-year-old son-inlaw, Michael Linderman Jr., died
Jan. 29 when the armored vehicle
he was riding on was struck by
friendly fire during a skirmish with
Iraqi soldiers.
Then Stanley McWhorter of
Lacey, the Glynns' good friend and
best man at Linderman's wedding
to their daughter, Christina, died
Feb. 18. His death was linked to a
capsule of cyanide-laced cold
medication.
"We've had so much grief and
heartache this past month, it's
unbelievable." Mrs. Glynn said. "I
just want to go out and scream
sometimes."
The couple learned of their sonin-law's death when their 18-yearold daughter called them from
Twentynine Palms, Calif., where
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"Ask Your Notghbors About Their Toshiba'

1 800 633296
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'Custom Enclosures
•Factory Radio Repair
'Center Channels
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Barry James, Owner
Formerly of World of Sound
* 18 Years Experience *

trocla$.%

• •

•P

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
presents the

il

Ivie Rib Mobile and

1-900-454-3535

DIAL-A-WORD`v

:

Tunes For All Tastes!!!

33 Jrmamod
lg.

Clues for

Now you can enlarge originals
by up to 200°4 with fast-paced
quality and user-friendly
performance'
Toshiba's new BD 8510
Ci 65% to 200% Zoom Reduction & Enlargement!
40 Copies per Minute'
El Complete Edge-to-Edge
Copying!
Built-in Auto Doc Feeder.
[13 Statement, Letter, Legal
Computer, and Ledger.....
Sized Copying,
Li More than 24 Popular
Standard Features plus
optional Sorters. Auto
Duplexer, and Large
Capacity Feeders'
Improve your business copying like never before'
•

"Car Audio Specialists"
Sales — Service — Installation — System Analysis

24 CL‘k Walk;
30 Expel from
country
sz 54104
,FratitA4

_

Toshiba Introduces
a 200% Improvement!

BEAR'S CAR AUDIO

Z,O7-3114
22 Punter's
eittltire
7
,
23 Attract
Comfort
21
25 ken.: CI

6 r4;,!
P Our exteuti
10 Frsc t ckct
Ii c.hirch part
16 Soccrres

burg, Ore., they learned :•
lost their good friend, toc
"Stanley was like a hrc:•
me," Mrs. Glynn -ssid.
"He was the kind of
,
everybody wants to be his f•ie.nd.
Glynn added.

810 Sycamore

A

L A ,A M

Linderman had been stationed. Linderman "wanted to be the best. He
wanted to be a Marine," Mrs.
Glynn said.
Then, just a week after the
Glynns saw McWhorter, 44, at
their son-in-law's funeral in Rose-

OPENING SOON!

Answer to Previous Puzzle
'IME'$
A
0
H $T A E
R
F A
D
A IS
ft
R 1
V
E E 011V E
N liill
11114
7AFIR
P1
A 31 1 S LIES
,E N CE NASAL
SE A M
,) ..;
A
T E R; A

42 )•441400 —
44 A: ha:no
-44 17t46411od
48 is!a.of,
tuT
'Pc ocarifle.
S2 Everyone
53 PLfring
Fasr.ci 4
5? Goo mo,r
to Nipped
92 Ireervid
-123 indisr
4.490690
143.015.
0•01199IS

Extension #702

putile•

Mississippi B139 Buggy

PHOTO COUPON

Tuesday, March 12 - Satu'rclay,
March 16

Wednesday
DOUBLE DAY

M-F
9.7
Sat.
95:30

'SPECIAL
Seasoning and
Sauce
created and
used
9nly by lute
Enterprises

Second Set of Prints

FRE
E!
Every Wednesday receive a

second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
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The local YMCA is one of the many organizations to move into the George Weaks Community Center.'
Pictured above is Danielle Schwettman, program executive, as she works at the word processor. recenth
donated to the YMCA by Jean Lorrah. The YMCA offers numerous activities to the community such as
day camps and instructional classes.

Governor signs
Veterans Bonus
Law Amendment

Jackson Purchase Dance Company
striving to make difference in region
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CLASSIFIEDS
010

tl,

020

UPI
Nona*

020
190

Node*

I, Richard Johnston am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
STAR
'
,
THE NEW YEAP
OFF RIGHT war, A
NEW CAMEO

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

1-800-334-1203

Notice

Nonce

Coldwater
Fish Farm

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
co-insurance and 'nonapproved
charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deducnble
you, or your insurance_.
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991
For more information
call

Tnploid, grass carp,
channel catfish, large
mouth bass, hybnd blue gill, black crappie, flathead minnows
Guaratured htalthy.
489-2495 or

489-2246
Delivery date:
Sat., March 16,
3-4 p.m.
Order deadline March 1 1

Keith's
Lawn & Garden

Ossf0
THE FAR SIDE

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Center
Murray, KY
Other fish delivery dates
Apnl 20 & May 25

•or

29th

year of service

By GARY LARSON
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Lumina Euro, loaded
$139704 8301.89 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax, Title & License
48 Mo. Closed End Lease

;-

3ECr.-.5E
-- •
-SS -E55

44OaN NG NOON Ar
G.-

,

3E
r.:72

NOW hiring day shift Full
and part time position
available Apply in person
at McDonads

<-2E

ONS :

AY50...""
W.:2E4SE

""

-

NI

Ot
,

\OW hiring! Patti's and Mr
Riffs Restaurant Part and
(WI-time employees for all
positions 502- 362-8S44 or
362 4296

PERMANENT tulltme pos
iton avaiiabie in different
• phases of laundry arid dry
40-80K PER YEAR Nauuna cleaning Good working en
Wholetale Jescelry Co Seek. vironment paid holidays
No experience necessary
rep for local area No direc
We will tram Come in and
Yaks, %%his only 40-80K pc
complete application form
year 713-782-9befl
at Boone Cleaners 605
ACT NOWI Excellent Main St Murray
wages! Spare time assembly Easy work at PROFESSIONAL SERhome No experience Call VICES NEEDED at Ken
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329 Ricky State Penitentiary
Open 24 hours including Dentist.
Ra
diologist
.
Sunday
Pharmacist
•BONUS INCOME '91- 1991 throug.
Earr $200 $500 weekly 1992 Cc-a::
mailing Easter cards and State Per'.
PC
giffs For more intorrnatJor 128
send a stamped addressed 42038c':"
"
envelope to 78,1s cards Ext 204 t. •
and ;if P 0 Box 430780
South Miam. FL 33'13
22

**Ticks, fleas ... Ticks, fleas ...

-E

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job'? A
GED? Hope for th9,future?
You may qualify if You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 8
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J TP A
Call J TPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m -11 30a m
_
NEED substitute sales
manager Pays $4v Sub
on days:offand vacation
periods as needed Could
work into full time position
No experience needed
May bring Icis to work
753-4239 days 442 5528
nights

•ctIF.'s

e 25 7
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c-1
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and '1:13
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-- _Ui1 r
:ENE HOW IT'S
----' "----00a1E SC ...)E
COULD OET OUT I
OF HERE

FOROCT
lT
fl

VIDEO Dierlf46 IS NOT ONLY
THE ff1OST REPULSIVE ACT Of
DESPERATION TUE EVER HEARD
Of, BUT VIOLATES EVERY
VALUE I 140L0 DEAR"

;

77S—

aR BETTER .1' FIR WeR

aelei

L
\rcl) DON'T" -T-HiNitc WE'D
LET- ycu GET AalY lag+
OUT PI f...E.L.F_EiMPTION,
i DIE)you? .---

riO

7 aJet F•.;E_ .11OLL, DE..'..
CO WE
VE C-tve
F a)ft FRIENDS A
L 13f1136/ saLiER"'
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DINNERTIME

GARR

3

(SO PEGGY JEAN MOVED
454Y SOMEP,ACE AND YO U
Q.:
:
DONT KNOW WHERE

tr

I'LL PROBABIY
NEVER SEE
HER AGAIN

19' EXCEL 100 color TV
and remote with Emerson
VCR $350 16' Sthl chain
saw with 3 chains Cuts like
new $150 Ashley wood
stove with pipes and dam
per $50 492-8254

RN LPN Lab Tech or med
ical assistant needed full
time in physicians office
Send resume to Rt 2 Box
39 Murray Ky 42071

EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% oft on doll
furniture Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road May
held Ky 247-5936

-SALESMAN
Itf-TeTt• rdiFiVA-1..."S
pink size 7
asphalt material around
$25 blue size 9 $35 white
Murray area Serious in- with
pink trim size 11-12,
quiries only 901 642-6927
slit) $10 759-1322
$25
('ostpANy
GOOD 10- Delta table say;
JO• BS. Stan S7 Win, vain with
stand and extra blade
area Men and ‘.; twnen needed
16" McCulloch chain saw
!so expenenye necessarv For
Call evenings 759-4675
I nformation,
Lall
KENWOOD home stereo 7
900 226 2022, est 34K2
component system Multitsun hpm das c- S I 45 fee
ple C D player, 155 watts
UP to $15 hour processing per channel Cervvin
Vega
mail weekly check guaran
speakers $1800 OBO
teed Free details write
Serious inquiries only Call
SD 12610 Central, Suite Karen 762 6831
8 4pm
255 TKY Chino C-A 91710
MARTIN houses 6 room
VAN Mini bus driver Must $26 99 12 roorn $39 99 18
be at least 23 years old with room $57 99. 24 room
ability to work with hand
$69 99 Telescoping pole
'capped and have excellent extends to 15tt $34
99
driving record 4hr per day Walien Hardware
Down
maximum Apply at 702 ,town Paris Open
all day
Main 8am•3pm wec;kdays
Saturdays

ii)IN %T. IT MC,
"
n,

V'

MARAN SAYS
YOU MISS ONE STREETC.AR
ANOTNER WILL ALWAYS
COME ALONG

MY AUNT

FREE-CAR AROONC)
HERE POR TWENTY
.̀
(EARS

8U5
STOP

• Xer,;•-:-'.1:::"-yi

undeernanagernent
or•
SI In Billion

-4)

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG BURN'S CANON' IS RACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

tii
a •
••••

7.
••
•

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

Mobile
Homes For Sale

FARMALL Cub with tools
and mower
Sharp
753-1873

USED 14 wide remodeled
and ready to go Only
$5,995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427

Ford Ferguson tractor
Completely rebuilt, new
Ores 12V electric system
$1600 Call days 753-9998,
nights 436-2902
PLOW and disc for a 12hp
garden tractor $75 each or
$100 for pair. Call
753 7905. 8 to noon, or
after 4pre.

2110
Sports
Equipment
SKI"Row rnichine 1yr old
$80 OBO 753 2001

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209
TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 753 9866

TILLERS Front Tine 5hp
Briggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $299 99. rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and,reverse Shp $649 99
8hp $749 99 Wallen Hard
ware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays

AKC Gok
pies $
W
o
901 644

BLACK
weeks olc
papers $

HAVE ai
mannere<
train clas
Protessioi
ers servin
12 years

Heating
And Cooling

Puae
pard (no p
Spayed
shots Do
$50 753

USED 2- ton gas package
unit $150 753-8825
753-4443

REGISTE
pies 4 t
759 1958

290

Pegs D
7532915

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753-9808 474-8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

4 CAR shop with office Call
753 4509
SHOP on Andrus Dr
759 4782 days or
489-2255 nights

WOOD for sale 753 9745

240
Miscellaneous
LARGE Catfish Fingerlings
5 8in farm fresh Top quality Murray Bait Co 94E
753-5693
LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759 4401 to
order

1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator furnished 753-6148 after .
5 30pm
2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753 2905

2BR house or 2br apartCHRISTOPHER S COINS ment near downtown
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques 753-4109
5 mlnr
(Hazel). Treasure House
\1,' - 2! 1941
and Book Rack (Murray) 28R duplex in Northwood
•
Appliances furnished
Also mail order service
Send for free price list and $285 mo 759-4406
t'' '.:!-th Inn
'Collection A 15 different LARGE
2br, w d hook-up,
U S coins. 'Collections B • garage.
mini blinds 1602
21 different foreign coins, Main
$275 Coleman RE
$6 95-- each, $1295 both
753 9898
TWO wooded lots for sale Post paid 2-wk
satisfac
in Sherwood Forest $6000 ton guaranteed Free
2
or 3BR duplex Washer'
gift
each 1984 Cutlass Su
with every inquiry Christo- dryer hookup Appliances
preme Loaded, good con
pher s Coins 1605 West Central heat/air Fireplace
dition 54 000 miles
Main, Murray. Kentucky $350'mo plus deposit
\It tropoltlan I ife
759 1084
42071 We buy coins and 753-3940 after 5 30pm
e
WATER heaters round appraise estates
3BR duplex 753-9400
electric double heating ele- 75.3 4161
435-4214
ments Syr glass lined
tanks 30 or 40gal
TANNING beds for sale 3BR family room fireplace
$14999 50gal $15999
Wolff and others New and living and dining room
Waller Hardware Down
used Sale service and Central H A stove and re
town Paris Open all day supplies Financing avail- frigerator -No pets
Situation
Saturdays
able Suntanning Unlimited 492 8634
Wanted
753 9274
A BRAND new brick duOUR-rapid national growth
vfiritL„'keep arid ca te 7,'
plex 2br arc gastheat all
UTILITY
is
trailer
creating
career.opportunFull tilt
ad, or e,;sband and w
appliances No pets
itieS irf your area for $250 753-4832
my home in Hazel Exper
753-7688 or 759 4703
energetic, customer skilled
ence•J .and good -eter
WOODEN storage build- nights
Auto Parts sales people. We
'j-ces 928510
ings 8)(16' starts at $1095,
prefer experienced full time
10x16 $142450 12524' EFFICIENCY apartment
tri elderly
!
Nit sales people and7or sales
h
$2395 Other sizes avail- for rent in lakefront house in
1! -.. 7,4;44
persen yeith an automotive
able Acree Portable Build- Panorama Shores Fireha,kground Here is a chance
place with insert Ap
A
tiar;islt in my home
ings 502 247 7831
to put sour career on the
plances furnished Year
-t-me gays References
move. In addition to a pay
lease, deposit, references
759 449-_,
Yve offer 'free fife
required
N-o pets
W -LL mow yards
insurance. -*paid vacation
436-2484
436-5269 753 5464
•.ompany funded retirement
FURNISHED apartments
plan 'medical/dental plan
•
st with biderly or do
efficiency 182 bedroom
•cornpany matched 'as ings PRIVATE Investigato
-o‘.4._s4ker,z -g days
and sleeping rooms Also
plan •ernpLeyee discounts 0 13 A Confidential Invest
-69 4183
'holiday pay 'advancement gatio
.ns Southside Shop- renting for May Zimmer
man Apts S 16th St
ping Center Suite 8102
ipporruniiies and more
753-6609
Apply at your Murray Store Murray, 753 2641
14)L:. Auto /AMC '
LET ME HELP...
SHARP copiers Author- MURRAY Manor l'.-nited
ized dealer for sales, ser- now accepting applications
vice supplies parts and for HUD 236 apts lbr min
rental units Local com- $150 max $202 2br min
Appliances
pany Call 1 800 248 4319 $176 max $237 Based on
A
77
coping
your income Equal Oppor19j f1 REFRIGERATOR
WANT a faster refund/ tunity Housing Apply
‘f
- -arCs
at
frostfree side by side
Why pay more for elec
office 9-12 or 1 3pm Mon
- Call 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753 4167 after 12 00prn
Ironic filing'? Our prices Fri
753-3380
30in ELECTRIC stove and start at $20 00I Call Hodge
20cu ft refrigerator Both Noel and Associates the NEW 2br duplex Ap
for $250 Phone 753-7777 income tax professionals at plances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
753 6069 or 759-1425
REMODELING Sale TapRdgewood Dr 753 7457
pan built in dishwasher
270
TAKING
applications fOr
GE built in oven. stove
Mobil*
section 8 rent subsidized
hood and vent All green
-Ik•PilEDATE SALEHomes For Salo
apartments 1 2 8. 3 bed
All work Will sell cheap
Fiarri'y b_siness availar
753 5387 after 5pm
1260 ATLANTIC (needs rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
. area P 1
. -•
Hardin, Ky
or call
some repair) only $1 495
e irccro
This week, Gateway Mobile 502 437 4113 EHO
$51 000 with oartirit
Homes 527-1427
;any si_it.isidy See •-,•
340
$25 90rJ CASH Serious
12x65 2br with double lot
Houses
quires on!yr cal Corporate
3 PIECE bedroom furni- 474 0124
RH Roca
1 800 277-5650 or
ture dresser with mirror.
1978 14x70 Fleetwood 2br 2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
1 800 733-5650
chest full size bed 1 floral
past Graves Co line Hwy
couch shades of green and 2 bath with appliances
LOCAL vend-rig route for
121N Stove refrigerator
cranberry 1 off white Irving 753 9674
sale Won t Last, Call me
room couch Call 753 3895 1983 MOBILE home 17 Deposit arid references re
now, 1 800 274 1414
after 4pm
acres of land Sell or trade quired No pets $275
for house and 5 6 acres of 489 2440 leave message
3 PIECE twin bedroom suit
land 753-6853
38R 1/, bath central H A
with bed dresser with mir
Near university 753 3584
ror and chest $200
1987 MOBILE home 2BR
753 6268
2
bath
utility
room
central
AVAILA
BLE April 1 Nice
ANTIQUES by the piece o
2br country home 5 miles
collection's Call 753 9433 ANTIQUE walnut dining H A Will rent lot $50 mo
out $300-mo 753 3187 at
after 5prn
table and 6 chairs $125 753 6633
ter 4pm
See at Black Decorating 1991 16x70 3br 2 bath
A round hay baler
Center 701 S 4th St Frostfree refrigerator car
436 2589
370
Murray
pet and fireplace Reduced
Livestock
CASH for mobile home FACTORY
DIRECT Ft. R. to $16.900 with free micro
I Supplies
wave
Gatewa
tires $7 $12 each We will
y
Mobile
NITt RE Factory overruns,
remove 527 2932
ONE yearling purebred
closeouts, first quality mer- Homes 527-1427
JUNK cars and trucks Ask chandise Odd sofas, Sealy 24ft PERRY travel trailer, simmental Bull (extra nice)
$1000 Also one yearling
and Simmons mattresses, secfor Larry 753 3633
self contained skirted in
purebred simmental Heifer
tionals, hedroium furniture, sulated, underpin
ned Ex $650 489
OLD Winchester rifles
2998 or
some slightly damaged No college
condition bock pa 489-270
single action Colt pistols
4 after 5pm
prices by phone Wcxxicraf- bo, privacy
fence
See
at
civil war artifacts Guns
ter; Murray. Ky Nest to Grogans
Trailer Court 94E REGISTERED poll here swords etc Ask for Larry Kman
ford bulls for sale 8 limo
753-3633
24x60 ALL American 3br 2
old Open and bred here
ONE white traditional sofa bath
Only $13,900 Free fords
Steven Paschall
$75 1 Simmons green delivery Gateway
Mobile 901-247 3303
hide a bed $175 antique Home
527 1427
wooden buffet 2 recliners
mist furniture pieces Day MUST sell 14x70 3br,
3h0
14 bath, 1985 mobile
753
6116
night
Pols
436
5810
1981 HONDA Odyssey
home Unfurnished, avail
& &voles
good condition with new SOLID cherry entertain
rear fires 15ff AC disc rnent wall unit by American able immediately Asking
$10.200, but will consider AKC Sheltie Collie puppies
harrow dual wheels excel- Drew $350 After 5pm
any offer 759 1552 before Sable arid white 8 weeks
lent condition 492 8425
753-8099
8pm
489 2676

0

1/
v

LPN for private M D office
Mon Fri 32hrs per week
Limited benefits Send resume photo and references by Fri , March 15 to
PO Box 10408 Murray, Ky
42071

270
Farm
Equipment

6 ACRES
Murray I
street fro
unlimited
759 1922

COMMEF
2800sq ft
course on
terbaciii R
436 2165

FULLY op
resort feat
owner cars
slip boat dc
of prime
2967 Col
Realty 75:

AUCTION
property tc
tate Call
tate 753
Wilson 75
Miller 435
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460

AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies $150 shots , &
w o r rn e d
901 644 1850

eled
)nly
ibile

3br
dis
209
IetS

)me

BLACK Lab puppies 6
weeks old Full blooded No
papers $35 753 6268

KOPPERUD REALTY otters a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222 toll free
1 800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

HAVE an obedient well
mannered, safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Campground Penny and Kirlssey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Ca11489 2161.
after 6pm

-P-U-KIXed German Shepard (no papers) 16rno old
Spayed female has aft
shots Dog and doghouse
$50 753 1966 after 5pm
REGISTERED Lab puppies 4 black 435 4481,
759 1958

age
125

Pegs Dog Grooming
753 2915

Irn'ter
Aprith
rth:
low

art
vn

rad

2106 South Main Ben
ton,Ky 6 rooms 1 bath, new
siding new triple pane cer
tie windows, insulated
doors with lead glass 6
shade trees, fenced in
backyard, 2 decks asphalt
driveway, carport and garage. alot of inside and outside storage A real bargain
at $39,500 753-6394 before 5pm, after 527-1115

ES

ice
sit

00

Kopperud Realty

013

711 Main

PAGE 15

re

du

APPLIANCE REPAIR

ts
03

S,.t-vice on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
ma row ayes - ,iishwashers - gaq& electric ranges.

PRICE reduced 2bir brick,
large rooms, remodeled
Stain Master carpet low
utilities Coleman RE
753-9898

Factory Authorized Repairs For.
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

)rit
)Ifl
re-

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006

•Ail li.•pa" Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

ma

No city taxes!
9 miles from Murray

ES

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

at Kirksey. New 2story home. 3 bedroom. 3 bath, study.
family room. living
room, kitchen/dining
room combination.
concrete
double
driveway, 2 car garage. Many more extras. Will consider
any reasonable bid.

tS

mm

SO

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

it

If you . need any form of Life
Insurance. IRA. Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

rad

lin
on

Dr

at
in

-it,
?1
7

Or

)id

489-2126 or
489-2387
470
klotoecyciss
1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
500 Very good condition
Lots of extras Serious inquiries only 753-7072
7am 5pm Mon Fn Ask for
Richie

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

4R0

Auto
Sonless
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374

Absolute Real Estate Auction
Sat., March 16, 1991 at 10 a.m.at the home of the late Mr.
Mrs. Leon Boyd. From Murray take Hwy. 94 East
approx. 1 mile to Van Cleve Road,turn left. Follow app.
1/4 mile to Knight Rd. 1st house on left.
3 bedroom frame house, 1 bedroom downstairs, 2 upstairs,
living room, eat-in kitchen, one bath, garage, outside storage.
Other out buildings,city water. The lot has been surveyed and
has a minor subdivision plat filed with city. Selling at Absolute
Auction 0.8954 acres

1969 OLDS 98 New roof
new seat covers powe
windows less than
100,000 miles
Call
753-1913 after 5pm

7\ and

Campos
1971 YELLOWSTONE
camper 2211 sleeps 6,
sett-contained with factory
air/heat 492-8500

Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30
days with passing of deed. Auction held jointly with Terry
Paschall Real Estate.
Terry Paschall Broker 753-5814

Services
Offered

1973 DODGE motorhorne
2411 roof air, self-contained
low mileage Good shape
Price $5500 Phone
436 2743

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

1974 21' PROWLER camper with air, awning Good
condition 492 8263

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
436-2642

1411 JON boat with 2 swive
seats, paddle and life jack
ets Great condition $300
759-4431

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

1982 GIBSON 36f1 houseboat $25,000 753-8738
2211 0 DAY sailboat Days
753-9998
nights
436-2902
CHEROKEE V bottom
1411 aluminum fishing boat
with 1984 Johnson 301'ip
1988 Moody trailer Nights
436-5810

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
panting, vinyl siding. all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

DIVE boat Fully equipped
16 fiberglass, 75hp motor
drive on trailer, compressor and engine 762-4219
evenings

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

Over 20 Years Expenence

Estimates •Insurance Jobs Welcome
Work Guaranteed
All Foreign & Domestic
All Frame Work
5% Off All Parts In Month of March

435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
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Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
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VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon -Fri. 753-0530
Junior Thorn.
Operator

WILL do mowing and lawn
work 753 8908

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759 4401
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm
560
Fres
Column
MALE poodle free to good
home 753 2976

30 Years Experience

Specializing in Septic
Tanks. Sewers, Foundations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664

OERRY
'
S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUST04.1 WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 5.AIB.-.9V MoRRAY 138.1.ncl Bunny Bread)
753-5940
4
111.1111

-.40''

Classified Ad
Sale!
March Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day
•

FREE

(6 days-2 days free. 9 days-3 days free)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
*./ Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
./ Paid days will run first.
‘,/ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before -expiration.
-

e

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage sAurt
Of This
Sale and
Call

75
319
16
to place your ad.

Now that we are entering. our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

•

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

• • .•

• • t-

•
•- :V

Murray

department
Ledger & Times classified

• ...................•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Backhoe Sen ice

Get Your Horne
Ready For Spring!
Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Viny Underpinning,
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchor
mg, Decks,"Rooin Enclosure, Carport
Ph. (502) 492-84KK
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Hours: 8:00-5:00 M-F
Rt. 8, Box 1307, Hwy. 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-4547

Watch next Thursday's paper for detailed listing of
personal property.

16.1t-.1110. ••••••••••••••••
,

*

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

Roy Hill

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

tc,
ara
rLOWE'S CUSTOM
AUTO BODY

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

.••••••••••r

Serriose
Offered

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

'Free

IMMIni••••••..

530

Campers

1981 DODGE Omni, 1967
Ford 436-5269, 753-5464 'ONLY six months old'
1989 Astro 1511 fiberglas
1981 OLDS Tornado mint bass boat with 60hp Mer
condition Loaded Low cury Trailer, trolling motor
miles New tires AM FM depth finder Sold new for
cassette Excellent family $9800 in June of 1990 1
or vacation car Must see only $6900 Call 753-6116
$2200 080 759-4431
or can be seen at Happy
Holiday Travel
Best Prices
1987 GRAY Olds 98 4
door, lots of extras Extra
* Quality Results *
clean
After 6pm,
753 8998
HADAWAY Construction
1988 PONTIAC 6000 4 AlA Firewood now taking Home remodeling, paintdoor 50,000 miles $4800 pre-fall orders 5 rick $100 ing, wallpaper carpentry,
for 1st 50 callers Previous floor covering No job too
753 9683
150 customers eligible small 753-4251
1988 THUNDERBIRD only For information call
HAULING, yard work, tree
turbo coupe Great shape 492-8254
removal. mowing Free esall the extras 49xxx miles
Al TREE Service Stump timates 759-1683
Phone 527-3762
removal, spraying hauling
INSULATION Blown In By
1989 FORD Escort LX
yard work and mowing
Sears TVA approved
Auto 4 door 753 6633
Free estimates 753-0906 Save
on those high heating
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4 after 5pm 759-9816
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-0495
door sedan Maroon, excel753-2310 for free estimate
lent condition Low mileage A B Masonary bock block
$6800 Negotiable Call and stone Will do any type KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
Mike or Andrea 753-3311
of large or small jobs Guar- grain formica
all colors
1990 GEO Prizm Factory antee quality work
Free estimates Wultf's Re
489-2982
anytime
warranty Sell for payoff
covery. Murray 436-5560
After 5pm 753 8099
ALPHA Builders - Carpen--r LAWNMOWING
Depend
try, remodeling, porches, able person 753-7027
86 ELDORADO Britz
roofing,
concrete,
drive
Sharp car Loaded 56,000
ways, painting, mainte- , A LICENSED electrical
miles 753-1873
nance, etc Free estimates, contractor JAMES C GALCAR Stereo Installation 489-2303
LIMORE ELECTRIC. Corn
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard---rnertiaraisdretZtiriftat fist
Music Murray's Alpine Car ANY remodeling building, courteous and efficient serAudio Specialist, Dixieland painting & roofing Free es- vice 759-1835
Center, 1 block from MSC timates References
MAGS Errand Service of
435-4632
dorms.
fers housesitting, grocery
SHARP 87 Pontiac Bonne- APPLIANCE REPAIRS
shopping, postal and bank
Factory trained by 3 major ing needs
ville SE Black, loaded
etc 753-963C
manufactur
ers
Most
parts
Sunroof, high mileage exMon-Fri 8-5 References.
in
stock,
on my truck All
cellent condition Call
MR Chimney Chimney
work and parts warranted
753-9457
Ask for Andy at The Ap- cleaner 492-8561
1983 FAIRMONT 4 door pliance Works, 753-2455
PLUMBING
Free estiCream, 3 3 6 cylinder
mates Affordable rate
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Auto ps/pb air, good clean
Kenmore, Westinghouse, Same day service All work
car $1200 See at Danny's
Whirlpool 30 years experi- guaranteed 753-4200
Gas Mart 618 S 4th or call
ence Bobby Hopper, PLUMBING repairman with
753-4064 after 6pm
436-5848
same day service Call
1983 FORD Mustang PS/
BACKHOE Service - ROY 436 5255
PB, new timing chain new
HILL Junior Thorn opera- ROCKY COLSON
heater core $2000 080
Home
tor 30 years experience
Repair Roofing siding
Call between 5pm and
Septic system, drive-ways
painting, plumbing con8pm 753-5217
hauling foundations etc
crete Free estimates Call
1984 FORD Escort Light 759-4664
474 2307
blue 2 door, 5-speed, FM
BILL Travis trucking for
stereo cassette, 25/32
ROGER Hudson rock haulgravel, dirt, fill sand and
mpg new tires. 56xxx
ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drivewhite rock 474-2779
miles Excellent condition
way rock 753-4545.
$1950 436-2878
BREAKING and disking 753-6763, 759-1823
1986 CONVERTIBLE La gardens Yard landscaping WILL do plumbing All guar
bushhogging
Baron 4 cylinder turbo pw/ and
anteed 435-4169
436-5430
pi AM/FM stereo $6100
753-1033
BUILDER, new homes,
garages additions remodeling, framing decks, pa500
tios,solar green houses
Usod
pole barns Experienced
Trucks
carpentry Tripp Williams
1978 JEEP CJ7 57,030 753-0563 after 5pm
original miles Hardtop, exCARPET and vinyl repairs
cellent condition $3000
and installation Profes753 2001
sional service Glen Bobber
1982 CHEVY S-10 Auto
759-1247, leave message
AMIFM cassette long
wheel base 753-2249 after CHIM Chinn Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi5pm
zen discounts We sell chim1989 CHEVROLET S-10 ney caps and screens
Topgun 5 speed, red, ex- 435-4191
cellent condition Low miCONTRACTOR Portable
leage $8000 753-7102
buildings, pole barns gen
1989 SILVERADO Dark eral home improvements
blue low miles, sharp
Quality work for less Cus753-7387
tomer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
510
Williams 489-2663

NICE 3br cabin on lake big
lot A bargain at $29,900
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
753-0292 after 5pm

753-1222

tS

winesaus•ar

TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1991

S30

2311 Holiadar Clean rear
bath tandom axle 1 owner
753-6116
520
Boats
& Motors

1980 BUICK Clean, high
mileage $1600 753-6429

NEW 'carpet linoleum
paint 3 bedroom 2 bath
brick $58,900 city Bob
Perrin RE 759-1881 days
753-3509 evenings

NESTLED IN THE TREES -- Quality built 3 BR,
Lath. with 2 car garage. timberline roof and new gn,
crrtril h•,:o & ar S7ci 900 ()CP MLS-20S9

1982 2 8 liter engine Ex
cellent condition
753-9808

1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9808

EVERYTHING looks new
in this 3br, 2 bath redecor
ated home Located on
1'/, acre lot Offered at
$46,250 This includes
satellite dish antenna MLS
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222

up
SO2
RE

Auto
Puts

1977 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit runs terrific Great
on gas Blue 49xxx miles
$200 OBO 759 9728

COZY country 2-3 bedroom home Recently remodeled and redecorated
New central heatair Property includes 5 wooded
acres Offered at a bargain
price $37,500 MLS 27.09
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30's Call
753-4-801

485

1977 BUICK 2 door. V-6,
only 59,300 miles, excellent gas mileage, body and
inside $875 759-1922

ATTRACTIVE 3br 2 bath
home with central heat air
Nice location on quiet resi:
dental street Owner transferred and anxious to sell'
Mid $50s MLS 2804 Contact Kopperud Realty
75.3-1222

3BR 1', bath brick Panor
ama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753-6339

AUCT•ON your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call W,Ison Real Es
tate 753 3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 or Dan
Miller 435 4144

NEW and used ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

4 BEDROOM 2 bath brick
crete Can be used as
single family or duplex
Central heat/ar Hwy 121 in
Stella Private well 3 kinds
of heat Possible owner fi
nancing
$39,500
489-2595

LOTS for sale Gatesboro
area 753-0800, 759-4577

FULLY operating lakefront
resort features 7 cottages,
owner-caretaker home 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
of prime lakefront MLS
2967 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753 1222

1100sq tt 3br, 1 bath Garage,2 blocks from univer
say Mid $40s 753 1404
753-6128

3BR 2 bath brick Extra
nice Price reduced
759-1751

LOT on the lake Water
septic tank, field tile
electric pole Ready to
hook-up to camper, trailer
or house 753-4060

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm

510
Auto
SarvIctos

2BR with appliances, ceiling fan, carport, fenced
yard, outbuilding Priced in
$20's Coleman RE
753-9898

BUILDING site Plainview
acres All city services Bob
Perrin RE 759-1881 days
753-3509 evenings

LOT in lakefront subdivision Access to three boat
ramps beach, campground. and swimming
pool $3000 Financing
available 753-5541

6 ACRES on S 4th St
Murray Nice home big
street frontage, potential
unlimited $79 500 Terms
759 1922 owner

ago
Homes
For Sale

28R brick 1 car garage
newly remodeled
753-6633

LAKE lot for sale Jonathan
Creek area $8900
753-6116

Call
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New scholarship
•

Jennings N. Turner

Mrs. Gladys
Dow Hiles

•

The funeral for Jennings N. TurColdwater, died Monday at I a.m.
ner will be Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Funeral rites for Mrs. Gladys in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Paducah.
Dow Hiles, mother of Mrs. Willa Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lamb of New Concord, were Dinkins and the Rev. Ralph Gunter
Jessie Lawson Turner, one daughtThursday. Feb. 28, in the chapel of will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
er, Mrs. Loretta F. Butler and husPrice Funeral Home, Maryville.
Memory Gardens.
band. Lester. Puryear, Tenn.; two
Mo.
Friends may call at the funeral
sons. the Rev. Billy G. Turner and
Burial was in .a cemetery in
home after 4:30 p.m. today
wife, Larue, Murray, and Gene
Braddyville, Iowa.
Edwin Turner and wife. Mary Nell.
Mrs. Hiles, 97, St. Joseph, Mo.. (Tuesday).
Mr. Turner, 81. of 1313 W. Mayfield; seven grandchildren;
died Tuesday, Feb. 26. at a healthBroadway, Mayfield, formerly of eight great-grandchildren.
care center.
In 1913. she married Dudley G.
HUes in Clarinda. Iowa. and he
died in 1975. She as a member of
Services for J.P. (Paul) Gregory
the Church of God in St. Joseph.
shall County Hospital, Benton.
She was born in 'Braddyville, Iowa. were today at 10 a.m. in the chapel
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Virof ..Filbeck and Cann Funeral
She also as preceded in . death
ginia Gregory; two daughters; Mrs.
Dr. Howard C. Giles (center), retired economics professor at Murray State University, signs guidelin
. four _daughters, Chole Kell, Home: Benton. The Rev. C.C.
Sharon Fields, Murray, and Mrs.
es for
a scholarship established in his honor at MSU. Witnessing the signing are Carol Julian, develop
Brasher and the Rev. Ray Mullen
Agnes Patterson. Bertha .Logsdon
ment coorLisa Parrish, Benton; one son.
dinator for the Murray State University Foundation and Dr. Gil Mathis, chairman of the Department
officiate&
and Freda Still.
of
Joseph Paul Gregory Jr., Benton;
Economics and Finance. The Howard C. Giles Economics Scholarship will recognize incomin
Burial as in Provine Cemetery. one sister. Mrs. Mary Helen HoovMrs. Hiles is survived by three
g freshmen or
upperclass students majoring in economics. Dr. Giles came to Murray Stateoin 1964 as an associat
Mr. Gregory, 90, Rt. 7, Benton. er. Mayfield; two grandchildren;
daughters. Mrs. Lamb, NeA Cone professor in the College of Business. He served as a full professor beginning in 1965 and chairma of
cord. Mrs. Ruth Martin. St. Joseph. died Sunday at 10:43 a.m. at Marn the Departtwo great-grandchildren.
ment of Economics from 1966 until 1977. He retired in December 1989. Contribrutions to the scholars
and Mrs. Elizabeth Piveral. Why.
hip
fund
may be sent to the MSU Foundation, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY 42071.
Ariz.. two sons. Carrol Hiles, Cave
City. Ark., and Dudley Hiles Jr..
Ells:nore. Mo.; one brother, StanLOS ANGELES (AP)- Here is a complete list of winners for the 17th
Dow, Clearmont. Mo.; 42
annual People's Choice Awards presented Monday.
randchildren: 127 greatTELEVISION
1. Comedy Series: "Cheers."
Kentucky and 11 regional agencies
T7()%cd Ccor.omic Lti7:Li;:lorls here
rams: 52.117.12s ior riLentise
2. Dramatic Series: "L.A. Law."
will share S56 million in federal aid
Vs el receive less of the JTPA pie
awards
and technical assistance 10
3., Mini-Series: "The Civil War."
for employment and traiMng-services
next war because our C1/4:0T1Orll> is in
SDAs;
S1-058.5
64 for programs for
4. News-Oriented Information Series: •"60 Minutes."
during the fiscal year beginning July
better shape than in man> of our
older workers: and S1.764.274 for
New
5.
Comedy
Series: Tie; "In Living Color." and "The Simpsons."
1. Gov. Wallace Wilkinson anrites for Thurman W.
states." Wilkinson. said That
administration and oversight of Ken6. New Dramatic Series: "Equal Justice."
nounced today.
A.:en v. el be today at 4 p.m. at
spin-off, of bringing in new industry
tucky's
programs.
7. Male Performer: Bill Cosby.
Our ability to remain_ in attractive. and -'creating
Asberry Cemetery. The Rev.
employment
The 540.9 million in local funding
Female
8.
Performe
Kirstie
r:
Alley.
and competitive place for new busiGeorge Culp will officiate.
opportunities."
will be distributed to SDA as follows,
9. Young Performer: .Fred Savage.
ness investment and new jobs is
Mcr Funeral' Home of Murray
Last
fiscal
sear
nearly
78.0410
KenPurchaserPennyri le ( Ballard. Cald10.
Actor
in a NCA Series: Bert Reynolds.
dependent upon a well-trainined
is in ehain.,
,ef arrallgeMeTITS, but
tuckians enrolled in ITPA programs. well, Calloway. Carlisle, Christian,
11.
Actress
in
New
a
Series:
Carol Burnett.
workforce," Wilkinson said: -so we
rt; i. • ..1C,`71
be scheduled.
Of die S56.010.28-1 Kentuck‘ ex - Crittenden. Fulton. Graves. Hickman.
MOVIES
must make the most effective use of
- 7. -:', Rt. 7, Mayfield,
pens
to receive for the next fiscal
Hopkins..Livingston. Lyon. Marshall.
12.
Motion
Picture:
"Pretty Woman."
these funds to continue upgrading and
• p.m. at Murray >ear.
5171.5
122.668 Vs :1! go to the state s McCracken, NIuhleneberg. Todd and
13. Comedy Motion Picture: "Pretty Woman."
skills of Kentucky workers..
Hospital.
Ii regional service delivery areas Trigg counites: - Job Training:
14. Drama::: Motion Picture: "Ghost."
-Last- year a record number of
SDAs I for program,. for :ow -income
53.147.419.
15. Aetor: Mel Gibson:
Yi)L.1h:
Kentuckians (1.663,1100) were work:
underem
ployed and unemployed S1.59Q.1
Ae•aressi Ja Robert.
mg. yet there were another 100.ii00
Kentucky ajielts and youth An ac.:diMUSIC
Kentuckians v.ho - wanted to be-en•,tioea: c-1 1.4111.511 Ai:: .eo to the
l. Ma:e Performer: M.C. Hammer
ployed but who were no:. Those arc
SDAs for summer programs for
18 Female Pc.'7!-;177":;:r: Pa.:a Ahd,:l.
the people we mu's: assist with these
suths 16-2 F years of age who are
19. Nea Soeg: Le. Le Baby. funds.
• ISceeacky Before
members of low-income rani:es
ALL-AROUND ENTERTAINER
Each state's allocation under the
iy education course
In each region, a local private
20
13:1, C.
Federal matt Market 5eva; 547.1C2 Starch ft, 199
federal Job Training Partnership Act
lee Center for Conti ee
:ndustrs council, composed of gosKentucks Purcluse re. llost Martel Report Includes 4
FC77.4.
.e: J.. a
.s
i'JTPA ). is based on a formula which
Buyang SLat,om Recetpls kcI.50.0,F4L400Ftarrosr.& lull.,
Aeadernic Ouiereace
ernment and business representatis es.
mostly goody, Sows And. in 52.00 lower
includes the number of unemployed
••
IS 1.2 2.30-250 in.S4
will be nee:
JCL des the tspe and number
9 00-49 tO
IS 1.2 210-230 Ibs
and economically disadvantaged resi346.00-4JS50
on the MS.
fundee r(q,
.:•ams
S 2-3 230204 Its
_
,
0-41100
S4t
dents. Kentucky's share of the 199:1 C 1-4 244yro
$4',
0-41354
FRANKFORT. Ky, .
For statewtde programs. the state
t AP)- The
eme as Renda's.
Cows
92-J1-PA budget is about S.6.6
S I • ""11-14 11
chairman and a member of the
$40 0041 00
Cabinet of Human Resources vs ill
New appointees were Chester less than in the current Year. due to
1', 13 300-400 Ns
Sal 00-41 141
Kentucky Parole Board were reap14.202 to help d:'!eeitd
hay e
IS 11 400,
Her of Lexington and Richard E.
2'
_ $41 '4-4230
S 13 ,
23 and up........_
S4
,00-4'00
pointed Monday by Gov. V.411ace
trans,t:o
workers
make
to
tee
n
new
Brown of Owensboro to terms
S 2.3 300,
00 Ns
S39 00-40 00
Wilkinson.
jobs, S'.822." • e,nication proo
: Roars S14 00 In sit
expiring June 30, 1994.
:00k sO
Two.„new members also. were
Hager. a former Fayette C01.7.;:,
ranted. appoie:ed..leaving one vaeare.iy or
replaces Lou Karibo ot
‘. :2 sons
nc se Y en-person board.
The ,..e.i -mare John C.. Rend,: of .Lexizeton. Brown. an employee of
;he liepartment Of Education's
The Murray Pc:IL,: responded to
Baea.
eipirtng,
Of
•-of•--V0e-atidlaI Rhbi1ifaLou V. NieGar
a, burglary call Monday night.
%Iriv 2'.
::or,. seeds Newton•!- vicCravy Jr. arresting Joseph Paul Caldwell
was appoe. 25.
Does Your Policy
of Loe,sYll•le. who retired in June. of 1609 W. Main, Murray. Arrested
191“i.
of the DeduLtibles.'
on third degree burglary charge.
St.:: to be filled is the seat once
hg was lodged in Calloway County
Also
-ey Phillip Baker of Somerset.
MEDICARE St PPLEMENT
Jail on S2.500 cash bond.
Ball of .L.t
cried • in January during a
Officers also arrested David Holthe board's
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
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